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ABSTRACT 

The present study e x m d  the enect of musical tempo, which either matched or 

did not match a child's preférred tempo, on the quaiity of interaction with the researcher. 

It was hypothesized that there would be more positive behaviours of emotional connection 

(cg., s d b g ,  munial eye contact) and more reciprocal behaviours (action k t i o n ,  tum- 

taking) during the aminement condition than m the non-amuiement condition. The r d t s  

of this study did not support the hypotheses. An examination of the nndmgs mdicated an 

overaJl trend in the opposite direction, with greater accuacy of imitation of thematic 

actions in the non-attunement condition than m the attunement condition. One possioIe 

interpretation was that non-attunernent tempos are more arousing and attention getthg, 

thus faciltating children's motivation and accuacy m imitatiog thematic or more 

developmentany chaIlenging actions. 
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cmfwmR ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND L I ' I E R A m  RETEW 

Many variables have k n  found to affect the behaviou. of children with autism 

One category is the sensory stimuli m the environment such as auditory (music), touch 

and vestiiular (Grandm,1992). One variable of auditory stimuli which has received very 

litfle systematic research is that of music, and especially the tempo of music. Of particular 

interest is the effect of tempos which either match or mismatch the preferred musical 

tempos of autistic chiidren The purpose of this study was to assess the effect of musical 

tempo, which either matches or does not match a chWs own preferred tempo, on the 

quality of interaction with the researcher as evidenced by reciprocal social behaviours and 

other social skills (e.g., imitation, tum tiiking, smiling, eye contact). Reciprocal social 

behaviours were chosen as a meanire of change because they are cited as an area of major 

deficit for individuals with autism (Gilberg & Coleman, 1992). 

The importance of studying the effect of musical tempo on improving a child's 

retiprocal social behaviours lies in its implications for improvhg their mtegration into th& 

school and community. Through discoverhg and using a musical tempo that matches and 

connects with a chiid, transitions may be faciltated through the provision of somethkg 

familiar (their musical tempo) m an unfamiliar environment (e.g., new school new store, 

fm vacation). The use of th& preferred musical tempo may also be helpful m forming 

a connection with new individuah m the child's l ie  such as a new teacher. Improving a 

cMd's reciprocal behaviours such as imitation and tum-tahg likeIy faciltates 



performance ÎQ a variety of academic situations and improves interaction and 

communication with their fm, peers and teachers. 

Overview 

A u t h  was Eirst listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders (NA) system in 1980 in the DSM-3 (Heraig & Shapiro, 1990). Autism was 

defined as a pervasive developmental disorder that changed over the He-span. In previous 

DSM's, the term chïidhood schizophrenia was the only term available withm the miinual to 

describe autistic cbildren The characteristics and c r i t e ~  for diagnosis have changed over 

the years making cornparisons between different research papers ciifficuit. Gillberg (1993) 

has discussed the fact that mtil the individu& diagnosed with autisrn are classifïed based 

upon etiology and not behavioral characteristcs, there wiIl continue to be contmversies 

regarding diagnostic criteria. 

When the characteristics of autism are listed, unusual responses to different 

sensory stimuli are often mentioned. However, the specinc responses are rare1y pwsued 

m e r  m research. When adults with autism discuss th& everyday Wes, their experience 

with sensory stimuli is one of the areas that is a sigaificant problem m their lives (Granciin, 

1992). For example? they discuss ushg self-stimulatory behaviour such as rocking or 

Bicking objects in front of th& eyes as a way of tuning out unwanted stimuli. One of the 

senses often discussed is the inconsistent and unusual responses to auditory stimuli 

Grandm (1992) descni  sound as bemg much louder for her, like having a sound 

amplifier on maximum alt the time. Another example are the stories of people with autism 
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who are gifted in music- The musical talent of some individuals with autism is part of the 

foIklore surroundiag thir disorder. 

Music is not a one-dimemional stimulus. There rire many Merent aspects or 

characteristics of music, such as tone, melody, harmony, rhythm, and tempo. In dyZmg 

the effect of music upon mdMduals, it is important to understand which particular aspects 

or characteristics of music cause or instigate an effect The aspect of music that wiJl be 

discussed in detail in this paper is tempo. Assummg that most indMduals are famüiar with 

tempos and have tempos with which they are most comfortable m their own ]ives, it is 

assumed that individuah with autism also have such tempos. If this tempo could then be . 

used by another individual to fom a connection through m i r r o ~ g  and sharing of that 

tempo, would the level of reciprocal social behaviours between these individu& hcrease? 

That question is the basis of this study. 

A u h  and Pemasive Devebmental Disorder Defhition 

Autism has k e n  of great interest to psychologists. psychiaûists and developmental 

specialists sime the term was first introduced by Leo Kanner m 1943 in his paper, Autistic 

disturbances of affective contact. Kanner (1943) defmed autistic children as children who 

exhibit (a) serious mure to develop relationships , (b) problems m development of normal 

ianguage, (c) ritualistic and obsessional behaviours ("insistence on sameness"). and (d) 

potentid for normal mtelligence. The onset of the disorder was desrnid as o c c u ~ g  

before 30 months of age. This definition has broadened and changed over the years, but 

many of the core symptoms remah the same. One aspect of the dennition that has 
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changed is in the area of cognitive fuactlonhg. OrigbBy, it was believed that mdividuals 

with autism were geniuses; and later Ït was assumed that they were htektually disabled- 

Cunently. it is believed that there is considerable variation in the cognitive functioning of 

mcüviduals diagnosed with autism (Gillberg, 1993). 

In the DSM-3R, the criteria were broadened to encompass the whole spectnim of 

the disorder to cover all developmental levels and the He spaa There are no longer 

separate categories for iafantile and adult autism The diagnosis of autistic disorder now 

fiük under the classification of pervasive developmental disorders (PDD). 

Genersi Characteristics 

As au- is a developmental disorder, the symptoms and behaviours change 

throughout the developmental stages. IL is îhought that there are key points of transition 

for individu& with autism that correspond to keys points m "typical" or "normal'' 

development, e.g., begmning school (at 5-7 years) and d u ~ g  adolescence (Paul, 1987). 

Paul suggested that "the classic picture of the autistic child - aloof, mute or echolalic, with 

a great need to preseme sameness and stereotypic motor behaviours - is redy most 

characteristic of the preschool period" (Paul, 1987, p. 121). It was through following 

mdividuais throughout th& life spans that autism was differentiated nom schizophrenia. 

Lotter (1974) and Rutter (1970) bave done long term follow-up studies of autistic children 

that have tended to show the natural course of the disorder to be one of gradua1 

symptornatic improvement but with persistent social impainments. 

The diagnosis of autism is based upon behavioural characteristics; ho wever, the 



characteristics and criteria for diagnosis have changed over the pars often making 

cornparisons between different research papers difficult, 

The general characteristics of autism tbat are currently descnbed m the litennile 

mclude the foUowing : 

1. Impaired social relationships, especiany lack of reciprocity 

2. Language deficits, especiaIly iack of reciprocity m conversation; 

3. Abnormal play patterns, e-g., repetitive actions, little imaginative play; 

4, Obsessional and ritualistic behaviours. mcluding self-stimulatory behaviours; 

5. Obsessional interests and attachments. e.g.. a fascination with doors; 

6. Age of omet before age 3-5 years (GiIIberg & Coleman, 1992). 

One characteristic of individu& with autism often reported. although not listed 

diagnosticaly, is the* musuai responsiveness to or perception of daferent sensory stimuli 

(Grandin & Scariano, 1986; Smith, 1990). Such sensi- to sensory stimulation, 

however, has rarely been pursued or expanded upon in research, 

There are many different theories about the etiology of autism. The neurological, 

sensory-perceptual and psychological theories will k s t  be presented. and their 

relationship to the musical tempo and individu& with autisrn wiIl be discussed. 



Nenrolomcal Theones 

Au- is increasmgiy viewed as  a neurologicai disorder (Courshesne, 1989; 

Ornitz, 1983). There are many neurological theories about the etiology of autism 

suggestmg structural abnonnalitks m the brain. There have been suggestions in the 

Merature through both brain autopsy research and magnetic resonance imaging studies 

that there is both overdeveIopment and underdevelopment of different parts of the 

brain (Courshesne, 1989; Bauman, 1991). Cmently, there are studies demonstrating 

changes and differences in the cerebelium and limbic system of some bdÏviduals diagnosed 

with autism when compared with non-diagnosed individualS. For exampie, Courshesne 

(1989) has smdied the MRI results of several mdividuals with autism (uncomplicated by 

other medical, cognitive or psychological disorders) and has found didnished size of two 

of the cerebellar lobes. Gdllxrg and Coleman (1992) analyzed the results of many MRI 

research studies of individuals with autism and found a consistent finding of decreased 

cerebellar size. This suggests some central nervous system (CNS) or neurologicd darnage 

has occurred but the time period during development in which the darnage could have 

occurred rernains unclear. Gmdin (an aduit with a PhD. 31 animal science and a 

childhood diagnosis of autism; 1992) reports that both she and other high functioning 

ad& with autism have decreased cerebellar size (as measured by MRIts) of 2O-30%. 

Neurological theory remamS quite controversiai, ho wever, since o ther resemhers (e.g., 

Rivto & Garber, 1988) feel that mdividuals diagnosed with autism do not demonstrate any 

d8Erences in the ce~ebeIIum. Neveaheless, there is generaI agreement that autism may 

have many different sukategories based upon différent etiologies (Gillberg, 1993). Thus, 



the Mering reSuIts may refiect dinerent subgroups w i t b  the diagnosis. 

Rogers and Pexmington (199 1) have proposed a Merent neurological theory. 

They feel that there are data emerging that dernonstrate prefkontal lobe deficits in autism. 

Horwitz, Rumsey, Grady, and Rapoport (1988) report evidence IÏom positron emission 

tornography (PET) sans that mdividuals with autism demonstrate decreased fiontal lobe 

size with respect to controls. The social deficits descriid m auWn are similar to those 

skills that are reported to develop in the fkontal lobes: "... some evidence fkom the adult 

neuro psychology fiterature that deficits in imitation, emo tion expressioo/experience, social 

and communicative initiative, and tintembjectivity' (as seen in lack of empathy, role 

playhg, and other social-cognitive deficits) result fiom fiontal injuries" (Rogers & 

Pennington, 199 1, p. 154.) 

The organic and neurological theories have &O hypothesized sensory-perceptuai 

probiems as causal@ reiated to autism (White & White, 1987). These sensory-perceptual 

problems may be at the root of some of the behaviour that have been demonstrated by 

individuals with autiSm_ 

Sensorv- perce^ tion Theones 

Ayres (1979) identifies three different aspects of poor sensory processing 

that are noted in children with autism: 

"(1) sensory mput is not bemg 'registered' comctiy m the child's brain, 
resultmg m hypoactMty and hyperactivity to stimulation; (2) the chùd may 
not modulate sensory input weq especially vesti'bUlar and tactiie 
sensations; and (3) brain dysfunction causes the chiid to have little interest 
m performing constructive and purposeful activitks" (Ayres, 1979, as cited 



in Bloomer & RoseT 1989, p. 15). 

Omitz (1 985) reports that many cbildren with audsm have problems modulating 

sensory mput and characterizes autism as a failure of sensory-motor mtegration. "A 

CU.. cannot relate adequateiy to his enviromnt and make adaptive responses if he 

cannot receive, organize and mterpret sensory mput" (WoIkowicz et ai, 1977, p. 171). 

Smith (1990) suggested that autism is linked with unusuai reactions to sensory stimulation 

(e.g., both hgper and hypo responsMty to various stimuli) For example, a chüd may 

appear not to respond at ail to a heavy block causmg a loud 'bang' that is dropped behmd 

him/her; while at another time, the child may tum towards a sound like a squeak in the 

floor. any single sensory modality, there are many dBerent qualities (Sun, 1985). 

Thus, perhaps mdividuals with au- respond to dinerent qualities of stimuli than what is 

tlpically seen in the 'average' person 

Grandin (1992) discussed the sensory perception problems that influenced her Me. 

She then theorized upon how these difliculties influenced her behaviour and responses to 

what seemed to others to be hormal' sensory experiences. For example, sound was much 

louder for her. She descriid her hearing to be 'Eke having a sound amplifier on maximum 

al1 the W.' There appear to be three choices with such ovemhelming sensations; to 

escape behaviouraliy, to huie out psychologicaIly and to let the sound overwhelm you. 

With repetitive behaviour (often referred to as 'stmMing'), she was able to tune out the 

sound. As a chiid, the fear of sound (e.g., a telephone or doorben rùlging) was the cause 

of many tanûums and agpssive behaviour. Music, however, was a preferred auditory 



stimulus and she demomtrated perfect pitch and enjoyed smging. 

Psv&olo~cal Theon'es 

Happa (1994) has suggested that "People with autism show a strikrngiy uneven 

profile of abilitjpa, and may have islets of unimpaired or even superior ski& that require 

explanation just as much as their handicaps. The challenge ir to propose a psychological 

dencit signincant enough to cause the severe impâinnents of autism, but specific enough 

to allow areas of presemed functioning" (Happé, 1994, p. 2 16). 

There are several different psychological theories of autism; the first published was 

the psychoanalytic theory. There are numerous books regarding the use of psychoanalysis 

with autistic individuah; however, there is a scarcity of curent published research. During 

the 1950's - 601s, the almormalities m interaction descriid in autism were considered to 

be the consequences of "cold and distant" parents. This theory disregarded the possibility 

that parents couid, m fact, be respondhg to distant or psychologically removed childrea It 

also placed the cause for autism on the parents, primarily the mother. The mother was 

viewed as cold and aloof, forming no attachment to the chid, which m tum caused the 

disturbed social behaviours characteristic of autism. This was extremely damaging and 

burdening to the already chaIlenged fw. This misperception ofkn led to the use of 

psychotherapy solely as treatrnent for autism (Bettelheim, 1967) with separation of the 

children from their parents. These treatments, however, did not have much success since 

they did not deal with the severe communication and cognitive deficits that are common 

with chifdren with autism (Gillberg, 1993). The psychoanaiytic approach also did not 
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address the reciprocd social behavioural difflculties that are common for individuais with 

autism, ûdy one English population study by Lotter (1966) has ever supported this 

theory; whereas, m n y  studies have refuted this approach to autism (GiiIôerg, 1993). 

In the ïate 1960'~~ behaviour modincation and opemt conditionkg approaches 

became the treatment of choice. Lovaas, Freitag, Kinder, Rubensteb, Schaeffer & 

Simmons (1966) published the fbst article supporting the use of this approach for autistic 

children. In the 1970's and 801s, the disordered communication in autisrn was identified as 

the most central feature and, as a result, behaviour modincation has been, and is, currently 

employed m shaping the language skiIls of children with autism. Several studies have 

documented the success of this approach  DOM^^ & La Vigna, 1986; Fenske, Zalenski, 

Krant & Mc Clanahan, 1985; McEachin & Lovaas, 1993); however, success appears to be 

narrowly confined to specinc language skiIls and decreasing specinc inappropriate 

behavio urs . 

Lovaas has conducted a succesdbl long term study of this treatment beginning in 

1970 which mvolves nmxhnhhg behavioral treamient gamS by treating autistic chiidren 

during most of their waking hours over many years: starting in their prescho 01 years. The 

age of intervention has k e n  shown to Muence the outcome of behavioral treatment 

(Fenske et al, 1985). Such research and others have demonstrated both positive and 

negative effkcts of behaviour modification. On the positive side, behaviour modification 

has been used to increase communication and decrease sociaüy inappropriate behaviours 

(Domelan & LaVigna, 1986). The most common negative result reported of behaviour 

therapy is  that the skiIls leamed in treatment are not generalized past the teachmg 
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situation. However, this niff?cuIty was addressed in Lovaas' later studies (1987. 1993). 

These studies indicate that 50% of the 19 children participahg in his study were able to 

engage in a normal clarsroom situation, thus showhg generalization of the skiIls leamt. 

They have ken reported to nmhtain then skiIls over fÏve years and Lovaas iabeis them as 

'norrnai functioning' within the S C ~ O O ~  systen 

There have been criticisms of Lovaas' resemh in tem of the method of ciient 

selection and the types of tests used to mdicate changes Boer. 1993; Schopler, Short & 

Mesibov, 1989). Other criticisms involve mconsistent results and regression of symptoms 

even in long term studies. For exampie, SchopIer, Short and Mesiioov (1989) discussed 

concems regarding inappropriate outcome masures (e-g., the use of anecdotal evidence), 

subject seiection bias (skewed towards higher fiinctioning children). and hadequate 

control group (e.g., not matching the experimental and control groups m the amount of 

time or energy devoted to treatment). Ako7 Lovaas has been criticized for his conclusions 

which do not recognize that he may be deaiing with a self-selected sample or a sub-group 

witbin the diagnosis of autism, 

The controversies surrounding behaviour modification often mvolve how it is 

implemented, who does the implementation, and fitting into f d y  and comrnunity He. 

The Lovaas program mvolves an mcredible time commitment for families. What is not 

discussed m his papers, or in the papers criticizing hir work, is that the results are often 

achieved at considerable cost to the individu& and the families. The aversive techniques 

used in his program have also raised some questions regarckg the ethics of their use. In 

conclusion, behavioural modification does not explore or deal with the root cause and 
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neurological difkulties of the disorder and appears to be of h i t e d  vahie in working on 

reciprocal social behaviour, one of the areas of difficulty that individuais with autism 

present. 

The psycho1ogica.l theory currently found in the fiterature is the Wory of mmd'. 

The primary researchers in this area are Baron-Cohen, Leslie, and Fnth (19 85). They 

hypothesize that mdividuals with autism lack a 'theory of mbd.' This is a term used by 

Premack and Woodnin (1978), as cited in Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith (1985), for "the 

ability to amiute independent mental states to self and others in order to predict and 

explain actions ..... They suggest that autism might constitute a specinc impairment in the 

cognitive mechanism necessary for representiug mental states, or 'mentaüzing' .... . .. . this 
mechanism may be Ïnnate and discreet, hence aTiowing damage to this function in an 

indMdual with otherwise normal inteEgencen (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, and Frith, 1985, 

p.38). A 'theory of dd' is impossiik without the abiiity to form second order 

representatiom and does not develop until the second year of H e  (Leslie, 1987). 

Without a theory of mind, children with autism are unable to impute beliefs on 

others and are at s imcan t  disadvamage when having to predict the behaviour of others. 

Because children with Down syndrome cm predict behaviours of others with the same 

rate as the homial' children of the same mental age, they suggest that this is a deficit 

specific to autism. Thus, this demonstrates a specinc cognitive deficit rather than a deficit 

of general mtellectual fiuictioning. This specific deficit may account for lack of pretend 

play and reciprocal social interactions observed in cMdren with au- 

Another area considered a possi'ble core deficit is that of joint attention There 
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have been several studies (Mundy, S i n  & Kasaï, 1994; Rogers & PeMmgtoa 1991) 

indicatmg that gesniral joint attention deficits are spemc to autism. Gestural joint 

attention ski% =fer to chiIdrels use and comprehension of conventional gestures such as 

pomting to objects and showing objects to other mdEviduals. Mundy, Sigman & Kasari 

(1994) assessed whether or not autistic cMdren's skias m gesturai joint attention was a 

good measure of later language deveIopment. The autistic children @y DSM-3 criteria) 

mvolved m this study were matched with developmentany delayed children who had the 

same mental age as welî as developmentally delayed children with the same language age. 

The authors found that the gestural joint attention was a better predictor of later language 

development then either earlier language scores or IQ scores. They concluded that the 

development of joint attention skills may be a major developmental müestone that reflects 

the mtegration of several important processes, with the lack of this component 

conm'buting to the developmental psychopathology of autism. 

Mundy and Sigrcm (1989) suggest that jomt attention may provide a mechaniSm 

for a shared experience that could involve a s h e d  or conveyaoce of a e c t  in typical 

cbildren. However, children with autism typicaily do not show shared affective States with 

other individuah, and this may be due to difliculties m achieving true joint attention. They 

conchide that there may be a disturbance m the development of afkctive 

intersubjectivity, a abcategory of iutersubjective relatedness. 

Stern (1985) discusses intersubjective relatedness as  involving several areas of 

sharing between two people (e.g., fonowing of a Isie of vision or gesture, shared intention, 

and affect ammement with the child). He defines affect attunement as "...the performaace 
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of behaviours that express the quaiity of f e h g  of a shared affea state without imitahg 

the exact behavioral expression of the imier statett (Stem, 1985, p. 142). This is seen 

through an imitation of the child's actions that is not an exact motor imitation but a 

matchmp of emotional state, or affect behind an action. It is reflectme of a shared feeling 

or affect. Affect amuiement is enhanced when the cbiid recognizes a caregivers' sharing of 

afkct through the imitation of the child's feeling or qualities of states (vitality affects) 

behmd an action. A variation of this affect aminement is purposefûl misattunement. This 

is defined by Stern (1985) as a caregiver purposely over or under estimating and not 

matchhg the child's state or vitaiity affects (e.g., intensity, timing or behavioral shape). 

This is often done to increase or decrease the cMd's general level of feeling or afféct (e-g., 

stimulating or quieting a child). Aaect attunement may be an area of di.fftCUIty for children 

with autism, since the5 lack of intersubjective relatedness would lead to difEcultjpC in 

sharing m t e d  states. 

Rogers and Pennington (1991) proposed a theoreticai approach to the deficits 

found in autisrn that combined the theory of mhd, Mundy's work, and Stem's (1985) 

mode1 of interpersonal development and the mtersubjectivity. They describe autistic 

infants' hbility to organize social information available to them or to form 

representations of other i n m a l s '  behaviours and af5ective signals. Although they are 

able to f o m  representations of the physicai world, they do not form representations of the 

social behaviours of other individuah. They descr i i  a leaming of social skiIls through 

behavioral sequences and consequences rather than through the knowkdge of shared 

a&xt or mental states. This perspective would conm%ute to explaining the s u c e  use 
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of behaviour modification techniques to decrease sociaILy inappropriate behaviours, while 

f a b g  short on developmg reciprocai social behaviours m autistic individu&. Rogers and 

Pennington (1991) suggest that an early deficit in imitation dismpts the development of 

interpersonal processes. Thus, Rogers and Pennington (1991) d e m i  the core deficit of 

autism as an individual's lacking "...the ability to fom and coordinate certain 

representations of self and another and to use those representations to guide the plamkg 

and execution of one's own behaviour" (Rogers & Pennington, 1991, p. 150). Thus, they, 

propose that the lack of &ective imitation leads to difficuiw in developmg a theory of 

mind because the developmental precursors of affect sharing, mirmring, and joint attention 

would not ex&. This, in tuni, would be seen m their difEcuIlties with motor imitation On 

the other hand, if a type of intersubjective relatedness were established, then imitation of 

another would be facilitated. 

~nother-area of di£EicuIty for Temple Grandi. was her attempt to copy tempos 

(Grandin, 1992). She would clap out her own tempo but had dBïculty synchronizing with 

someone else's tempo. This is consistent with the 'theory of min8 as she was unable to 

predict or anticipate another individual's behaviour. That is, she had no £rame of reference 

for predicting the other individual's tempo; thus. she would not be able to synchronize 

with a tempo that was not her own. This could also be explanied thmugh Rogers and 

Penningtonk (1991) discussion and theory regarding deficits m imitation. -y would 

snggest that she was unable, or had a core deficit m her ability to develop and CO-ordmate 

representations of herself and another mdmidual's tempo. This could lead to an bability to 

use these cues (particularly social cues) to guide the planning and execution of her 



behaviour. This, m turn, could lead to a deficit m reciprocai social behaviours such as 

imitation. 

If it is indeed the case thar children with a u t h  are unable as &ts to develop 

coordinated afEctive representations of self and others, they then would not be able to 

develop the reciprocal social behavionrs which is a reported characteristic of cMdren with 

autism. ïs there a way to promote this developrnent within the young autistic child? Stern 

(1985) suggests one such rnethod ir through affect attunement. That is, could music be 

used to amuie or match an mternal state of the child; and through this attunement, 

mcrease the c W s  abiüty to recognize and imitate another individual's behaviour? Would 

th& amernent Sicrease imitation and tum-takmg behaviours (a type of reciprocity) and 

other social behaviours (e.g., smiling, mutual gaze)? 

In conclusion, it is assumed that e t  attunement is a mechanism for promoting a 

theory of &CL Through attunement and misamuiement, children may leam that they 

have min& which are knowable by others and shapabie as wen as dinerent. This may be a 

fundamental rnechani.cm that does not require cognitive involvement and uses fundamental 

dimensions of simiiarly affected senses and people, smce these vitality aec ts  have 

intensity, contour shape and tempo which facilitate sensory mtegration. 

The stimuli used to assess a preference for tempo within this study is presented 

through music, that is, an auditory modaiity. In order to explore the use of tempo to 

facilitate mtersubjective relatedness, it is important to understand that individuais with 
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audsm have show didferent responses to auditory stimuli and its sensory mtegration, and 

this may have an effect on the results of the study. 

One area of sensory perception which appears to distinguish chiIdren with and 

without autism is th& reaction to auditory and music stimuli The sensory perception and 

processing of sounds has been an area of discussion in the Iiterature surroundmg autism 

(Klin 1993; Konstantareas & Houmatidis. 1987; Wetherby. Koegel & Mendel 198 1). 

Differences m heatmg and auditory processing have k e n  thought to be affected because 

of the u n d  responses to sound that indMduals diagnosed with autism have often 

demonstrated. For example. these differences may be manifested in reporting at times . 

seemingly not to hear mything; and yet at other thes, king extremely sensitive to very 

quite sounds or music. Thetefore, on occasion, some indMduals with autism have 

appeared de& while some appear to have selective heariag. There are times when 

individuah with autism wiI1 accept self-mduced Ioud noises such loud hsmmering (Davis, 

1990). This is, however. only when they are in control of the sound production and can 

therefore, predict its occurrence. 

The ability of mdividuds with autism to hear has ken explored in different ways. 

How and what the dinerences are is not yet funy understood There are several theories 

to account for the hearing difncultipc of individuals with autism, Some auditory theories 

include; a central auditory nemous system disorder (Wetherby, Koegel & Mendel 1981), 

possible peripéeral hearing loss @ C h ,  1993), a preponderance for middle ear infections 

which could iead to a hearing loss at criticai stages of language development 

(Konstantareas & Houmatidir, 1987). 
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Wetherby, Koegel and Mendel (1981) explored the mconsistent responses to 

sound that are demonstrated by kdividuals with au- They did this by studying the 

mtegrity of the central auditory nemous system usmg dichotic listening tasks. They 

tentatively concluded that for their subjects "the locus of central auditory dysfunction 

indicated by the assessrnent meatmes was consistent with the characteristic language 

deficits" (Wetherby, Koegel and Mendel, 198 1, p.420). Those individuab demonstrating 

more expressive bguage problems had damage to Broca's m a  on the cortex, the area 

hypothesized to be mvolved with the development of expressive language. The mdMduals 

who had more receptive language problems had damage to the Wernike area of the cortex, 

which is the area hypothesized to be mvolved with the acquisition of receptive language. 

These results are consistent with what is known about the function of those two cortical 

areas. Thus, Wetherby et al (1981) feel that this is support for a neurogenic etiology of 

autism, 

There have k e n  numerous research papers examining the integrity of the auditory 

brabtem pathways by lookmg at the auditory brainstern responses (ABR's) of hdividuals 

with autism, "ABR's are 'far field' (Le., recorded fiom the scalp) reflections of neufal 

potentials evoked by a brief auditory stimulus (usuaJIy a click). They represent the 

neuroelectric events in the cochlear end organ and b d t e r n  pathways set m motion by 

the auditory response" (Warren, 1989, as cited in Klin, 1993, p. 16). K h  (1993) 

reviewed these papers and found that their resuIts were ememely contradictory. Klins 

overd conclusion was that these studies (when controllhg for similar diagnostic criteria, 

exclusionary criteria, appropriate controls, and similar definition of auditory ~raizzstern 
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wave abnormality) did not provide ciear evidence for braiostem dysfimction in autism. 

Due to some differences in central transmission times, it was also bekved that some of the 

abno&tipC found in the studies may have reflected actual peripheral hearing loss in the 

mdMduals who pamcipated in the studies. 

Konstantareas and Hoiunatidis (1987), Usmg parental reports, found that autistic 

children had more ear infections than the control group of "normal" children, The children 

who were lower hctioning m tbeir skiiis were found to have an earlier omet of the ear 

infections. They suggested that autistic chîidren may have more ear infections at critical 

language leamhg periods in th& Be. They suggest that if this happens the loss of 

language at critical periods may conmibute to the Ianguage disorder fond in hdividuals 

with autïsm. 

M d c  and Individrisls with Antism 

"Recent psychological theories of autism have focused on the social 
impairments as the key feature m autism They saive to explain the triad of 
handicaps in communication, socialization and imagination in terms of one 
or more psycho1ogica.i deficits. However in this process of refÏning and 
debating the notions of the autistic social impairment, we have perhaps lost 
sight of the O ther features of autism.. ..... The interpersonal pro blems 
experienced by mdividuals with autism are iîkely to remah the most salient 
feature of this disorder. However, it might be hoped that a wider focus on 
the 'cognitive styW of autistic mdividuals will encourage theories of audsm 
that account not ody for the impairments but also for the abilities shown by 
people with autism" (Happé, 1994, p. 226). 

Daferential responsiveness to auditory stlmuii may be a part of this cognitive style 

and it may also hclude the response of autistic mdividuals to music. There is a 



considerable foIklore that surrounds autism and perceived extreme mterest and (on 

occasion) a b m  in the area of music- There are many references to the attractiveness of 

music for children with au- by researchers, chicians and parents. Smith (1990) has 

suggested that music is useful for communication, building a rehtionship and developing 

recreational skùls. These are all areas of di.ffiCU1ty for individu& wirh autism and 

improvhg these ski[ls can help with integration ïnto the community. 

Prior to dkussmg music and how it relates to individu& with autism, it is helpful 

to have a common understanding of music and its definition. As there can be many 

different definitions of music, the present research wiil involve a traditional defiaition of 

music and its characteristxcs. Music is defined as "the art of combining vocal andor 

instrumental sounds in harmonious and expressive ways ..." (Oxford Dictionarv, Ailen, 

1986, p.44). Music is made up o f m q  Werent ekments which must all be taken mto 

account. They include melody, key, harmony, modality, intemi@, timbre, pîtch, and 

tempo. Music can be instrumental with any variety of instruments. It can have lyrics that 

are sung or said by one or more people. Studies with typical populations indicate that 

music facilitates task performance (eg., Sternlight, Deutsch, and Seigel 1967). Studies 

ushg arypicai populations show similar results. For example, Bwkson, Center and 

Reeves (1989) evaluated the effect of background music on task performance in children 

diagnosed with autism and schizophrenia Their results supported the facilitative effect of 

the background music m task performance (colour sorting of plastic tokens) when 

compared to the same task compkted without background music. There was ais0 a 

reduction in off-ta& behaviour when the background music was played, with task 



performance improving by 60%. 

There are individu& who disagree and do not feel that there is any more 

relatioaship between music and people with a u W  than there is between the average 

population and music. Some people state the idea that this love of music is folklore and 

not actuany based upon fact. For exampîe, DeMeyer (1979) suggested that the supposed 

attraction to music was not actuaüy trne when empirically tested. DeMeyer &O suggests 

that an autistic child's mterest in music may not be Merent from what is considered 

"normal." Since individu& with autism ofkn show lit* interest Hi other activities, an 

interest in music may seem Iike a particulafIy strong interest m cornparison. It should be 

noted that her belief is not based on empmcal research but on her interpretation of 

parental surveys. 

A l -  (1978) bekved that music could be used as an integrating force. Autistic 

children are descrikd as better relatmg to objects than to people (Rutter, 1970). In 

music, they may be able to i d e n w  with a particular instrument through irs tone and shape 

and thus the instniments become a means of self-expression, an intermediary object 

between them and the environment. 

Music therapy is often used as a treatment with mdividuals with autism. Smith 

(1990) and Aivin (1978) report that music therapy is helpful for mdividuals with autism. 

One of the primary benefits is that music provides a means of communication and it helps 

to develop a relationship with indMduals who bave di.fficulty forming relationships. Rider 

and Eagle (1986) state, "It has been shown that: (1) music provides motivation and 

structure for the learning environment; (2) reinforcement and support have ken effective 



m increashg cIassroom discipline and client responsi'biliw, (3) sensory mtegration appears 

to be paramount for maximum leaming and retention" (Rider & Eagie, 1986, p.226). 

"It is generd knowledge, ...., that autistic children are especially apt to 
respond to music. Yet, seldom is there any effort to explore what type of 
music it is that a particular autistic child likes to hear. .... The real question 
is: What is it about that particmk phrase that attracts and compels the 
child? Surely it should be possible to tape record that phrase and Vary it ia 
several different ways" (Webster et al, 1980, p. 242). 

Nelson, Anderson, and Gonzales (1984) suggested that incorporatmg music stimuli 

play hto  therapy for cbildren with autism or pervasive developmental disorders can be 

very helpful However, they suggest that this is only tme when there is a good match 

made between the activities and the child's developmental needs. This mchides matchmg 

the music to the characteristics of the child. They suggest looking at different areas such 

as tempo, respcns~ty to seosory stimuli, attentional processes, and temporal perception. 

However, they do not discus how to make the match nor what kind of tempo to use for 

different responses in children- 

Some research has focused upon the effect of tempo. Musical tempo is defhed as 

"The speed at whkh music is performed ..." (The Concise Oxford Dictionarv of Music, 

Kennedy, 1980, p.651). There has k e n  some exploration into how indMduals who 

demonstrate self-stimulatory behaviours (some of which have autism) respond to merent 

tempos of music. Stevens (1971), examined the effixt of tempo on rockmg behaviour. 

She concluded that, "environmental manipulation of musical tempo does effect change in 

the speed of body rocking" (Stevens. 1971, p.80). She found, though, that there was a 

correlation between the fiequency of rocking movements and musical tempo; fast rockers 
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tended to slow down their rockmg with a musical tempo played slightly slower than then 

the speed at wbich they were rocking; and slow rockers sIowed down their rocking even 

more with music played at a speed of a slightly faster tempo than their rocking speed. 

Matchmg the rockmg tempo, on the other hand, had a stimulathe effect on both groups of 

rockers. It would be hteresting to note if the behaviour wouid mcrease with the matching 

and then decrease with a change in tempo. Nordoff and Robbins. as cited m Rider and 

Eagle (1986), reported fïnding that the best method for decreashg self-stimulatory 

behaviour was by matching loudness, tempo, and possibly pitch levels of the beat and 

vocalizing of the ~e~stimulatory behaviour. They found that initialiy the children were in 

their own worlds while the therapist matched th& tempos, and then they would respond 

affectively with a smliie or chuckle, once they realized that their self-stimulatory behaviour 

was bemg mirrored or matched. Following this reahtion, the children would enter into 

imitation and turn-tak-hg between the therapist and themselves, with the two aitemating 

taking the leadership roles. 

Zn conclusion, the research surrounding music therapy and individu& with autism 

ftequently discusses the importance of fincihg the nght match between the music and the 

child. It is through hdmg the right match for that child that music cm be used to form 

some son of bond and communkate with the child (Alvin, 1978). 1s it possible to use 

musical tempo to afEectiveiy amine with an autistic child? Wodd affective attunement 

provide the connection such that the child wiIl demonstrate greater ability for motor 

imitation and tum taking? This in turn would help to facilitate jomt attention and 

intersubjective relatedness. 



Present Study 

The purpose of this study was to assess the e&t of musical tempo, which either 

matches or does not match a chùd's prefemd tempo, on the quality of mteraction with the 

researcher as evidenced by reciprocal behaviours (e-g., imitation, tum-taking) and other 

social skills (e.g., smiling, mututal eye contact). Reciprocal social behaviours were chosen 

as a masure of change because they are cited as an area of major deficit for indMduals 

with autism (GiIlberg & Coleman, 1992). 

Tempo has been desrnid as a characteristic or style of behaviour m children 

Kagan (197 1) descri'bes conceptual tempo in chùdren as "a generai style or predisposition 

to attend to and interact with environmental stimuli in characteristic ways, which 

represents one prominent attempt to deal with stylistic differences in chiltiren's behaviour" 

(Kagan as quoted by Wenckstem, Weizmanu & Leenaars, 1984, p.1195). Kagan (1971) 

descri'bes primarily two different styles or tempos that children demonstrate. He labels the 

two styles as refiection and impulsivity. nie labels describe the child's decision time in 

response to a probîem and temperamental disposition to respond to problems in a 

reflective or an impulsive manner. These are demonstrated in behaviours such as attention 

to task, problem solving abilities, accuracy of respoase and speed of task completion. 

Thus, it is assumed that cmdren with autism niay have different behavioral styles which 

relkct their different khavioural tempos or rates of behaviour. Wenckstern, Weizmann, 

and Leenars (1984) have suggested that behavioural tempo cm be seen in mfancy. They 



fomd a stability of play tempo and relationships with temperament that supported the idea 

that there is behavioural consistency in mfants. These results are Simùar to those that have 

ken found with older children If this is the case, then music which matches or 

mismatches this behavioral style may dinerentiaIly hfiuence the child. A possible 

mechanism underlying th& match may be Hective ammement 

Rationale 

"Ali musicans recognize the supreme importance of the temporal aspects of 
music and acknowledge the close relationship, epitomized m dance, 
between musical tempo and the na- rythmns of the body itseK, such as 
the Pace of waIkmg or the beat of the heart" (Holbrook & Anand, 1990, 
p. 160). 

Music, as rnentioned earlier, entails many different elernmts, and in and of itself, it 

is difficuIt to assess which of the many aspects (e.g. pitch, key, tempo, melody, rhythmn, 

etc) are havbg an effect on an indMdual However, "one component of music c m  be 

varied while keephg the others consistent" (Holbrook & Anand, 1990, p. 150) and, 

according to Hevner (1937), tempo is the single most important factor m determniing an 

individual's response to music. The srniplest defiuition of tempo is, " The rate or speed at 

which a piece of music is played or m g "  (The Random House D i c t i o ~ ,  1978, p.772). 

This is the defïuition employed in this study. 

In order to explore how dltferent tempos may a&xt dlfferent mdividuals, it is 

necessary to explore why tempo may be used as a vehicle or vitaIity effect for producing 

affect attunement. Stem (1985) has suggested that afZect attunement is a method of 
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matchmg intemal States and fo-g an intersubjective connection Stern describes affect 

attunement as a sharing of b r  or affective States: ''Affect attunement,.is the 

performance of behaviours that express the quaüty of feeling of a shared afEct state 

without imitatïng the exact behavioral expression of the hmer state" (Stem, 1985, p. 142). 

Stem (1985) iIIustrates this usmg the example of a mother matchmg her childts rhythm of 

shaknig a rattle by nodding her head m kat  and achievirig attunement through this 

process. Thus, for Stem, by hdmg a correct sensory match for an mdnTidual child, a 

person presenting a certain type of music may be able to amme to the chiid's affiective 

state. Another exampie would be a mother watching her child try to reach for a toy and 

the child scrunchiog up its nice while reachïng. The mother wouid make a somd 

"ohhhhhh" matchmg the mtensity of the chüd's effort m reaching for the toy, foIlowed by 

an "ahhhh" when the chiid reached the toy, matchmg the child's joy and more relaxed 

posture upon achievekg his (or her) goaL 

A fundamental question of the present study is: Is it possible that a particuîar type 

of music could be used to HectiveIy attune with a child? However, it would be very 

difficult to focus on music as a whole and know which ekments (singly or in combination) 

are affecting the child. Therefore tempo. a single aspect of music, that has a demonstrated 

effect on response to music (Hevner. 1937), was used. Musical tempo has been descriibed 

as the 'key musical device for expressmg emotiom" @Sud, 1985, as cited in HoIbrook & 

Amand, 1990, p.150). The specinc purpose of the pfesent study is to determine the effect 

of musical attunement on chIlcire11 with autism, with tempo bemg the component varied. 

Of particular mterest are behaviours which indicate that attunement is occurring (e.g., 
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mutual eye gaze smiling) and behaviours indicating greater comiection and respoIlSiVeness 

between the adult and child (e.g., more reciprocal behaviours such as ixnitating action and 

tum-takmg). 

Desim of Stndv 

To assess the effect of musical tempo, each childs preference for a specific musical 

tempo was assessed. Subsequently, the researcher presented behavioural imitation tasks 

which used the preferred tempo (music attunement) as wen as tempos which di&?red fkom 

their preference (non-attmernent). It was assumed that the aminmg music resulted in 

achieving a sense of intersubjective relatedness or emotional connection with the child, 

thus creatmg af5ect attunement between the child and the adult, with non-attuning music 

failing to produce th& connection. 

Hyporhesis #1: There will be more positive behaviours of emotional connection 

exhiited by cMdren under the attuning tempo than m the nomaminmg condition, as 

evidenced by eye contact and smiling during the imitation tasks. 

Rationale: Stem (1985) argues that imitating a child's rhythm or tempo within an 

accMty can result m intersubjective relatedness between the chiid and adult. This 

relatedness was assumed to produce positive emotional behaviours, eye contact and 

smiling. 
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Hypothesis # 2: There wiIl be more reciprocal behaviours (e-g., action imitation, 

nini-taking) during the attunÏng tempo condition than m the non-amining condition. 

Rationale: Stern (1985) proposes that through attunement with a child, an adult is 

able to form a comection with that child. Through foming a comection between the 

child and the task and researcher through affect amining music, there should be greater 

attention and responsiveness than when there is no connection. Since attunement is a 

mutual and reciprocal alignment, there should be greater Iikelihood of reciprocal 

behaviours, many of which may be in tempo with the music (maintainhg the affective 

attunement) than when listedg to non-amioing music. 



Participants 

Eight children, four to seven years of age, with a diagnosis of a pe~asive 

developmental disorder participated in this research study. The diagnosis had been made 

prior to the study, either at Margaret House Treatment Centre or at the Aiberta Children's 

Hospiral There was an atternpt to match the usuai reported 3-41 ratio of males to 

females found m people with autism (GiIIberg, 1993). However, there were four boys and 

four girls who participatecl. They were all included in the study due to the small number 

of participants. The chiidren were recruited f?om the Aiberta Children's Hospital, Margaret 

House Treatment Centre, and families who participate in the Calgary Autism Association. 

They were r e d t e d  by letters sent out through both the hospital and the centre. The 

researcher also made a presentation to the Calgary Autisrn Association. After the parents 

read the letter, they signed an informed consent fona Appendicies C and D present the 

letter and consent form respective@. 

Experimentai Design 

The experiment was designed to e x a e  reciprocal behaviom in children with a 

pervasive developmental disorder while king exposed to a prefened (memen t )  and 

non-preferred (non-attunement) tempo. Therefore, the design involved a within-subject 

manipulation (prefemd and non-prefened tempo) whfch included counter-baliuicing order 



of presentation of tasks to protect agamst carry-over effects. 

To assess the effect of musical tempo, each child's preference for a spec& musical 

tempo was initiaRy assessed. Subsequently, the researcher presented behavioural imitation 

tasks which incorporated within the modening of behaviiours the preferred tempo 

(ammement tempo) and tempos which W r e d  nom their preference (non-attunement 

tempo). It was assumed that modemg usmg the amuiing tempo would facilitate a sense 

of intexsubjective relateânes or emotional connection between the mode1 and the child, 

thus creatmg afkct aminement between the ad& and the child, with the non-aminmg 

tempo failing to produce this comectioa 

Matenais 

The materials for the snidy included a Yamaha-200 keyboard, two one-inch cube 

blocks, a suiped beach baIl(83 centimetres in circumference), a 14-inch doIl with yellow 

hair, a small ha& brush and a metal tea spoon. The keyboard had a plywood cover 

designed to elimmate access to al1 parts of the keyboard except the buttons for changing 

the tempo. An external selector was soldered to the circuit board of the keyboard This 

selector allowed the researcher to remotely access the buttons for changhg the pre- 

programmed songs and starting! stoppmg the songs without removing the cover, thus, not 

distracthg the chiid fkom the test. 

A mocüfkd version of the Conners Parent Rating Scale (Barkley, 1990) was also 

used as a masure for scoring behavioural tempo. This screening checklist was designed 

for the purpose of briem evaluating the behavioural conduct and ievel of actMty in 
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children with attention deficit disorder. The test has no reliabiby mforrnation and is 

considered valid for c o m a  and treatment-sensitive valiidity. Ten items fkom the test 

were used in this study as a masure of actMty level or the child's behaviourai tempo. 

Procedm 

There were two locations used for the project, Margaret House Treatment Centre 

and the Alberta CbïIdrenfs Hospital Children tested m either location were familiar with 

the institutions, ifnot the specific rooms used. The roorns were empty except for the 

testing materials and a video camera for recording the behaviour of the child and the 

researcher. Both rooms contamed a one-wgy mirror, permitting the session to be 

observed by the parents or chüd care workers, out of the child's view, if they so desired. 

There were three sessions, each on a separate day with each chüd. The Hutial 

session was a f adiarht ion session m which the child came to the room and spent 10 - 20 

minutes with the researcher. The room contaÏned the different toys that were to be used 

during the study. This provided the chiidren with the o p p o d t y  to famiüarize 

themselves wîth the environment and the researcher. 

The second session occmed one week after the fnst and mvolved assessing the 

children's preferences of musical tempo. The room used for this assessrnent was empty 

except for the researcher, the child and the keyboard on a child-sized table, which was 

accessible to the chiid. A tri-fold around the table and chairs was used to mate a smaller 

area at Margaret House as it was a larger room than at the Alberta Children's Hospital 

The researcher and the child sat at the table. 
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Before the ;tssessnilent, the researcher taIked to the child while walking down the 

hall to the room saying different phrases to prepare the child for what was to happen upon 

arriving at the room. Here are some examples of what was said to the child "We are 

going to the same m m  as b e f o ~  We are gohg to ijsten to some music We are 

going to iisten to some different songs. You are going to show me how fast or slow 

that you iike to Esten to the song!~." 

Upon entering the room, the researcher tumed on the video camera and returned 

to the child. Once they were comfortably seated, the researcher then turned on the a 

practice song and demonstrated how the tempo knob on the keyboard changed the tempo 

of the practice song while saying, "Look at how I change the song." This was done to 

famùiarize the child with the equipment, The researcher pressed the tempo knob untill the 

Song was at the fastest tempo (which was 240 beats per minute) and then said to the chùd, 

"Listen to how fast I can make .the song. This is my fastest speed. Can you do 

that?" The chiid was then given an opportunity to increase the tempo (after the 

researcher had retumed it to its original tempo in the middle). After the cldd did so, the 

researcher retumed the tempo to its original tempo in the middle and then said, "I'm 

going to make the Song d y  k t  again." When it was at the fastest tempo. the 

researcher retumed it to the origmal middle speed and said. "Can you make the song go 

realiy fast?" The researcher also said positive or encouraging remarks whïie the child 

was playmg with the tempo button. Examples of this were, 'niat's it, show me how fast 

that you can make the song go. Yon're listening weU." The researcher then used the 

tempo button to make the song slow down to the slowest possible tempo (which was 40 
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kats  per minute). While moving it to the slowest tempo. the researcher then said to the 

child, "Listen to how slow 1 can make the song. This is my slowest speed. Can you 

make it that slow?" The cldd was allowed to play with the tempo button to slow the 

tempo. This was then repeated a second tirne with the slowest tempo. The researcher 

again retumed the tempo to the original, middIe speed. 

The researcher then said to the child; "Now it's your turn. Show me the way 

you like the music. What is your favourite way? 1s it fast, or slow, or in between? 

Show me the speed you like this best." The child was given one cycle of the Song to 

Vary the tempo. Whiie the child was playing with the tempo buttons, the researcher asked, 

" What is your most favomite speed? Show me the speed yon Eke best." The child 

was then given a second cycle with the same song, and the researcher again said, "Show 

me your most favourite speed." After this famtlian'7iition with rnanipuiatmg tempo, 

three new songs were then successively pfesented ushg the same procedures asking, 

"Show me your favodte speed of this music Show me the way that you Tke the 

Song be&" These three songs were used m the determination of the chiid's preferred 

tempo. 

After this session, the researcher reviewed the videotape m order to detennine the 

attunement tempo. This determination was possible because the tempo was clearly 

marked on the keyboard and was recorded on videotape during the sessions. Tempo was 

scored at me-second intemals throughout each Song by observing the numbers on the 

keyboard which were clearIy marked by an LED display on the Yamaha keyboard. The 

modal number of mtemais was operationally defined as the preferred tempo. Mode was 
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chosen over the mean as the mean may not remit in any of the specinc tempos that a chiid 

had chosen. This method was repeated for each song. The mode of the three songs was 

dehed as the attunement tempo. Tempos which were 20 beau per minute f e r  and 20 

beats per minute slower than the attunement tempo were defhed as the non-amuiement 

tempos. 

The third session occurred one week after the second in the same room. On this 

occasion, the room contained a preschool sïze table and two chans, and toys on the fioor 

beside the researcher. These toys were used m the interactional or reciprocal play 

between the researcher and the c m ,  The children and the researcher sat at the table 

throughout this session. 

Each chiid was exposed to the two tempo conditions, attunernent tempo and non- 

attunement tempo. The order of presentation of these two conditions was 

counterbalsnced across children. 

The child was prepared for the Merent activities while walkmg to the room with 

the researcher. The researcher said, " We are going to play some hum-taking games 

today, first mg tiun and then yoar turn. We are going to play with blocks, a ball 

and a do& 1 want yoo to do the same thing as me. We are going to take-tums. 

First, we are going to use the blocks. 1 want you to watch me." 

Upon entering the room, the researcher turned on the video camera and then both 

the researcher and the child sat at a table across fiom one another. In the attunement 

temoo condition, a visual metronome, positioaed out of the child's view either on the 

researcherts lap or on the floor b i d e  the researcher, was tumed on and this tempo was 
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maintsmed throughout the session, Four behaviours (banghg the two blocks together, 

hitting the side of the beach ba& spoon feedmg the don. and brushing the don's hair) were 

modeiied with each behaviour modelled four timac. 

The nrst modekd behaviour was banghg the two blocks together at midline at the 

aminement tempo. The researcher hit the blocks together six times m a row and then 

placed the blocks in the centre of the table saying, "Your toni, you bang the blocks oke 

me." The chiid was allowed 30 seconds to imitate the researcher. The researcher 

repeated the same action and then put the blocks back on the table. This modeilhg was 

repeated two more times. If the child imitated the researcher irnmediately after the 

researcher set the blocks down on the table, ie. m less than 10 seconds, the researcher 

immediately began the next modelling. I f  the child did not respond m 10 - 15 seconds, the 

researcher repeated within this period, "Yom tani, can you bang the blocks just iike 

me.'' After each period of the modemg and 30 seconds allowed for imitation, if the child 

did not set the blocks down, the researcher said, "My tum with the blocks. Give them 

to me." The researcher then took the blocks back gently, if they were not spontaneously 

returned. 

After the modening of the banghg of the blocks, the researcher modekd banging 

the beach bali with one hand on the side of the bal3, using the attunement tempo. The 

researcher hit the side of the beach ban six times Ïn a row (in a beat with the tempo) and 

then placed the bail back in the centre of the table and said, "Your tum, you hit (or 

bang) the bail just like rne." This action was repeated three more times. 

After these two action behaviours were completed, the researcher mtroduced two 
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more behaviours (thematic), 51 the same manner, using the same procedure throughout 

and ushg four modenings of each. The behaviours were fkeding the doIl with a spoon and 

brushing the don's hair with a bru& The researcher modekd a six k a t  sequence of 

feeding the don (spoon to mouth six times) ushg the attunement tempo. The researcher 

then said "Yom tum, can yoor feed the ddl just oke me?" The final behaviour was 

brushing the don's hair using a six k a t  sequence (six strokes with the hair brush) using the 

attunement tempo. The researcher then said; "Yom ttun, can pou brush the doii's hair 

just like me?" The attunement tempo condition lasted approximately 10 to 15 minutes. 

The non-attunement temDo condition was identical to the attunement tempo 

condition except that the.tempos of presentation of the four modeiled behaviours difTered 

nom the child's preferred tempo. The non-preferred tempo was either 20 beats per minute 

f e r  then their prefbrred tempo or 20 k a t .  per e u t e  slower then the* prefened tempo. 

Each child experienced both tbe faster and slower non-attunement tempos. The order of 

fastecl slower tempos was counter-balanced across the children. The non-aminement 

tempo condition lasted approxbately 10-15 minutes. 

The two conditions were presented on the same day, with a fie-minute break 

(e.g., drawing, playhg catch, washroom, stretching) between the two conditions for aIi of 

the chiidren The parents were &en the option of remahhg m the room with their child 

or observing through a one-way mirror. AIL the parents chose to observe through the one- 

way mirror. 



coding 

The videotapes of the third sessions were coded by two mdividuals. The main 

coder was a w e r s i q  undergraduate with a major in psychology; she was miformed as to 

the purpose of the study. The second coder was the researcher and acted as a reliabizity 

check The videotapes were hbelkd with the children's first names. A codnig mual  

(Appendix A) was given to the coder. The manual provided the scoring criteria for 

imitation and tum-taking behaviours, the social behaviours (smiling and mutual eye gaze), 

and the instructions for coding the videotapes. Prior to coding the videotapes, the coder 

was given a training session by the researcher ushg a practice videotape of two mical 

children (non-aufistic) who were taped engaging in the four behaviours and a child 

(autistic) who had participated m the study but did not complete the third session. During 

the n-g, m e r  refinements to the coding criteria were made to assure validity and 

reiiabïiiv of the coding. 

The foilo wing de pendent variables were coded: accuracy of imitation, tums-taken, 

percentage of time engaged in smilIng behaviour, percentage of time engaged in mutual 

eye gaze with the researcher, and tk Cornors Parent Rating Scale checklist. There were 

two items removed Born the checküst that were not appropriate for the situation; they 

were "interacts poorly with other children", and "often Eails to finish things he or she 

starts." For fuaher elaboration of the coding, please see Appendix A of the coding 

manuaL Appendix B presents the format of the data sheets that was completed by the 

coders. 



This chapter piresents the results &om this study. The results of the study are 

organized into three sections. Fnst, the mter-rater reliability between the coders w i '  be 

examined for each of the Merent variables studied (imitation accuracy, fiequency of 

tum-taken, duration of srniles, duration of eye gaze and score on the Corners Parent 

Rating Scale). Second, the hypothesized ditfierences between the attunement and the non- 

attunement conditions Wil1 be explored through statistical anaiysis using a Wilcoxon 

matched-pairs signed-ranlcs a n a l .  (Siegel 1956) of each of the variables. Trends in the 

data wiil be highlighted. Third, some additional analyses wïü look at scores on the 

Conners Parent Rating Sc& under the attunement tempo and the non-attunement tempo 

conditions. 

The raw data table for the eight cbildren is available on request. The acculfacy of 

imitation was coded for each repetition withh each of the four tasks (the blocks, baIl, 

spoon, and brush) under each of the attunement conditions. The mean of the four 

accuracy scores fkom the four repetitions was calculated; this provided the mean accuracy 

of imitation for each task. Also, an overall mean was derived fkom these four means to 

give a single grand mean score of accuracy m imitation in both the attunement and the 

non-attunement tempo conditions. The higher the mean, the more accurate the imitation. 

In a similar milnner, percentage of tums-taken was derived by tiiking the number of tums 

taken (an attempt to imitate) in each task and dnnding this by the number of tums available 
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(four repetitions). The mean percentage of tums taken over the four tasks was then 

caicuIated for both the aminement and the non-attunement conditions. For each of the 

social behaviours (eye gaze and smiles), the durration of each of the behaviours within each 

task was divided by the total duration of the tasks. The mean percentage of t h e  of each 

sociêl behaviour over the four ta& was then calculated for the attunernent and the non- 

attunement conditions. The total score for the Corners Parent Ratmg Scale of activîty 

was calculated sepmtely for the attunement tempo condition and the nomamuiement 

tempo condition. 

Inter-rater Rebiability 

The inter-rater reliability of the data was calculated for each variable for each 

condition using the eight participants. The statistical test used to measure the inter-rater 

reliab%ity was the Spearman rank CO-efficient (rJ. This was used as the data did not fulnn 

aiï the assumptions for the parametric test, e.g., the data was ordinal, srnaIl sample size. 

The data fulnlled the criteria for the Spearman rank CO-efficient. The Spearman tank 

comiation CO-efficient is a measure of association that requires at least ordmal data It 

cm range f?om zero to one, corresponding to no correlation to Egh correlation 

respectively. The result c m  be positive or negative depending upon whether there is a 

direct or mverse relatiomhip between the variables. The Spearman rank CO-efficients 

(using the overall means for each measure) are presented m Table 1. 

An examination of the inter-rater reliabilities reveals a high degree of agreement 

between the two coders for each variable. The highest leveis of agreement were with 



tum-taking (attunement and non-attunernent conditions) and srniles (attunernent 

condition), with these coefficients equaIling or exceeding 0.90. Rowntree (198 1) suggests 

that cordational coefficients between 0.7 and 0.9 are considered a strong, high or marked 

~lationship. Ail coefficients in this study were above 0.75; therefore, the data appear to 

be reliably coded. 

Table 1 

Inter-rater reliabilÏtv between the two coders: S~earman rank CO-efficient k L  n = 8 

Imitation Turn- Srniles Eye Gaze Conners 

Tests of Hypotheses 

It was hypothesized that tkre would be more positive behaviours of emotional 

comiection exhiited under the attunement tempo condition than m the non-amuiement 

condition as evidenced by eye contact and srnihg during the imitation ta&. This 

hypothesis was tested by cornparhg the percentage of tmie children engaged m srnihg 

and mutual eye gaze with the researcher during the imitation ta& m the amuiement 

tempo and the non-attunement tempo conditions. The behaviouml differences between 

the aminement and the non-attunement conditions were tested through the use of a 

Wilcoxon rnatched-pairs signed-rads test (Siegei, 1956) which takes hto account the 
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relative magnitude and ciifErence between the sarnples. The level of significance was a = 

0.05 and n = 8 pairs. The table of criaical values of T in the Wcoxon matched-pairs 

signed-ranks test (Table G in Siegel 1956) gave the critical values fiom the samphg 

dism'bution of T for N 25. Since the direction of the Merences was predicted, a one- 

tailed regim of rejection was appropriate. Two différent tests were conducted, one for 

percentage of time engaged in mutual eye gaze and one for percentage of time engaged m 

smiling behaviour. The mean percent for each variable under the two conditions and the 

results fkom the statistical tests are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Mean Dercent of time enrraged in mutual eve gaze and smihe behaviour in the attunernent 

and non-attmement conditions: Wcoxon test of s idcance  
- - 

S&s Mutuai Eye Gaze 

Attunement Grand Mean 

Non-Attunement Grand Mean 

T 

Level of Significance 

There were no significant merences between the two groups in the percentage of 

time engaged in smilÏng behaviour nor in mutu& eye gaze. In order to reach sioificance, 

a T statistic of 4 or less was nec-, therefore, the hypothesis that there would be more 



social behaviours in the attunement tempo condition was rejected. 

An examination of the individual data (availabie on request) revealed that 50% of 

the chikiren engaged m more smiling behaviour in the attunement tempo condition than in 

the non-aminement tempo condition, and 3896 of the children engaged m more mutuai eye 

gaze in the a m m e n t  tempo condition than in the non-attunement tempo condition. 

Therefore, some of the participants' social behaviour appeared to be consistent with the 

hypothesis. 

The second hypothesis was that there would be more reciprocal behaviours 

(imitation, tum-taking) during the amuiement tempo condition than m the non-amernent 

tempo condition. The Wilcoxon test for related sampks was employed to test this 

hypothesis, using the same rationale as previously presented. The mean accuracy of 

imitation and mean frequency of tum-takmg scores under the two conditions are presented 

in Table 3. 

Table 3 

Mean accuracv of imitation and mean fieauencv of tuni-taking behaviours in the 

amioement and non-aminement conditions: 'Wilcoxon test of simifïcance 

Imitation Tm-taking 

-- -- 

Attunement ûverall Mean 2.4 2.7 

Non-attunement Overail Mean 2.5 3-4 

T 13 6 

Level of signincance No t signincant No t signincant 



There were no statistically significant daferences between the two groups in 

accuracy of imitation or m their mm-taking. In order to reach signincance, a T statistic of 

4 or les was necessary. Therefore, the second hypothesis that there would be more 

reciprocal behaviour with the attunement tempo was rejected 

An examination of the hdMdual data revealed that 38%. or three of the eight 

children demomtrated more accurate imitation m the aminement tempo condition that the 

non-attunement tempo condition, and 5096 or four of the eight children demonstrated 

more tum-taking behaviour m the amuiement tempo condition than in the no-attunement 

tempo condition. Therefore. some participants reciprocal behaviours appeared to be 

consistent with the hypothesis. 

An informal observation noted by the reseatcher when viewmg the video-tapes, 

was that some of the children imitated the tempo in which the action was presented but 

not the action itseK For example, when the chiid was presented the action of banghg the 

two bloc& together, s/he banged one block on the table using the same tempo at which 

the action had been presented. As this remit had not been anticipated there were no 

formal measures to determine the frequency of this behaviour nor whether there was a 

difference between the attunernent and the non-attunement conditions. 

At this rnolar level of anslysis (collapsing over the four imitation tasks), no 

signincant merences between the ammement tempo and the non-amuiement tempo 

conditions were found. However, the four imitation actions (biocks, ba& spoon and 

brush) can be broken down mto two groups, simple imitation actions (blocks and ball) and 

thematic imitation actions (ushg a spoon and bmh to play with a don). These two types 



of tasks were used to increase the possible generalizability of the findings as wen as for 

more theoretical reasons. That is, the sirnpie imitation was used because it was assumed 

that most children could easily complexe them under any conditions. The thematic 

imitation involved a higher level of play skiii that req- some role playmg. As they are 

more chaknging tasks, it was assumed that they rnay be more likdy faciiitated by the 

attunement condition. Therefore, the second hypothesis was tested usmg the mean 

accuracy of imitation of simple actions and thematic actions, as wen as the fkequency of 

tum-taknig behaviour under these two modelIing tasks. The mean accuracy of imitation 

and kequency of tum-tahg behaviour under the two conditions and the results of the 

statisticai andyses are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 

Mean accuracv of imitation and mean Çeauencv of tuni-takine between aminement and 

non-aminement conditions usinn sim~le and thematic actions: Wilcoxon test of 

Attunement NGG-attunement T Signincauce 
Overail Mean Overall Mean 

Imitation: sirnpie 2.5 2.3 17 not significant 

Imitation: thematic 

Tm-taking: simple 3.1 3.2 not &&nt n 

Tum-taking: thematic 3.4 3.6 - not sufficient n 
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There was no signincant difference benmen the attunement tempo and non- 

attunement tempo conditions m the mean accuracy of imitation of simple actions. 

However, there was a Significant Merence between the attunement tempo and the non- 

attunement tempo conditions in the mean accuracy of imitation of thematic actions. That 

is, the non-attunement tempo condition resulted in a h k k r  level of accuate imitation of 

thematic actions than the attunement tempo condition. This is contrary to what was 

expected. The tests examinhg him-taking, usbg the two types of actions, redted m 

several instances in which the dinerence between the attunement tempo and at the non- 

amuiement tempo was zero, therefore, n = 3. This small n is not found on the table of 

critical values of T (Siegel, 1956). 

The first hypothesis was also tested using the percentage of time engaged m 

mutuai eye gaze and smiling behaviour in both simple and thematic actions. The resUIts of 

the statistical analyses are presented m Table 5. There were no siificant dinerences 

between the attunement tempo and the non-amuiement tempo conditions in percent of 

time involved in munial eye gaze and percent of time involved in smiling behaviour while 

engaging m either simple or thematic actions. 



Table 5 

Mean ~ercent of the e n ~ a ~ e d  - in mutual eve gaze and smilinrr behaviour m the attunement 

and the non-aminement conditions usine s.imDle and thematic actions: Wcoxon test of 

s idcance 

Ammement Non-atninernent T Sigdicance 
Overail Mean ûverdi Mean 

Eye gaze: simple 10.4 11.3 16 not signincant 

Eye gaze: thematic 

Smües: simpie 

18 not signincant 

16 not signiticant 

Smilcs: thematic 3.7 5.9 16 not signincant 

Additional Analyses 

Children's activity level (Corniers Parent Ratmg Sc&) was assessed under each 

condition. The means were 4.3 and 5.1, respectively, for the attunement tempo and non- 

attunement conditions. A Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks statistical test was 

conducted to mess this merence; no statisticatly sigaincant Merence was found (T = 

11). An examination of the individual data reveaied that 38% or three of the eight children 

had higher scores m the ammernent tempo than in the non-aminement tempo condition 

The tendency for higher scores on the Corners scale in the nomattunement condition 

indicates more difficulty with distractions, higher activity level and a lower tolerance for 

fiutration. Thus, this non-sigdbnt trend indicates better maintenence of attention, 

Iower activity level and higher frustration tolemce m the amuiement condition. 
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The finding of the tendency to be more active, based upon the Corniers scale, in 

the non-attunement condition and the signifiant finding of more accurate thematic 

imitation in the non-aminement condition raises the possibdiity that actMty level may be 

associated with children's imitation. This was tested by correhting chüdren's activity Ievel 

and their simple and thematic imitation under each condition. The Spearman rank co- 

efficient was used to test this correlation. The results of these statistical analyses are 

presented m Table 6. 

The correlational anaiyses revealed that there was very litîle relationship between 

actMty level as tested on the Conners scale and imitation m eaher condition. There was a 

moderate correlation (0.42) between activity level and simple imitation m the attunement 

condition; the greater the actFvity level, the more accurate the simple imitation. However, 

the correlation was not statisticdly significant (an r, of 0.643 was required to reach 

signincance). 

Table 6 

Relationshi~s between activity level and sim~le and thematic imitation in the attunement 

and non-aminement conditions 

Simple Imitation Thematic Imitation 
(r,) (rs) 

Ac- level: 
Attunement condition 0.42 - 0.13 

Actïvity Ievel: 
Non-attunement condition - 0.05 - 0.08 



There is also the possïbility that wbt ion accuacy is conehted with the social 

factor of mutual eye gaze sEce eye gaze may be a masure of attention. This was tested 

by correlating chEldren7s mutual eye gaze and both simple and thematic imitation in the 

attmment and non-aminement conditions. The resuIts of these statistical analyses are 

presented in Table 7. 

Table 7 

Relationshim between mutual eve gaze and simDle and thematic imitation in the 

attruiement and non-attunement conditions 

Simple Imitation Thematic Iniitation 
(r,) (r,) 

Attunement condition 0.21 0.56 

Non-amuiement condition - 0.04 O. 16 

The resuIts indicated stronger comelations in the attunement condition then the 

non-amuiement condnion for both the simple and thematic imitation. The greatest 

correlation was between mutuai eye gaze and thematic imitation m the aminement 

condition. No correlations were statistically signincant (an r, of 0.643 was required to be 

significant) . 

One of the assumptions made in the design of this study was that the preferred 

attunement tempo would be related to children's behavioural tempo; ie., children with 

higher actMty leveh would have a greater preference for faster tempos. The measure for 
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assessing the behavioural tempo was the Conners Parent Rating Scale. A Speannan tank 

comlation coefficient was used to test the relationship between the Conners activity 

scores m both conditions ( attunement and non-attunement) and the rate of tempo that the 

children preferred. The results of the statistical analyses are presented in Table 8. 

Table 8 

Reiationshi~s ktween the attunement or ~referred musicd temDo and the activitv level in 

the attunement and the non-attunement conditions 

rs Significance 

Conners: Attunement condition - 0.50 not signaicant 

Conaers: Non-attunement condition - 025 not signincant 

Corners: Mean of both conditions - 0.44 no t significant 

None of the correlations were signïfïcant (an r, of 0.643 was necessary to be 

signincant). An examinatior of the correlations reveak that they were aU negative, 

hdicating that the more active the children, the more they preferred slower tempos. That 

is, chüdren who were more active, more distractii and had a lower fiutration tolerance 

appeared to prefer slower tempos. 

In general, the results of this study do not support the hypotheses that there would 

be increased reciprocal behaviours and social behaviours when actions are presented at an 

amuiement tempo rather than at a non-ammement. An examination of the means reveals 

an overaIl trend in the opposite direction, Le., the social and the reciprocal behaviours 
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were higher in the non-atmnement tempo condition. This trend was supported by the 

signifcant kdmg of greater accaracy of station of theniatic actions m the non- 

attunerrient condition than the aminement condition, One caution to note is that there 

were 12 different tests done. The probability of a type one error, or the chance that a 

statisticaily signincant result wiIl be found when it is not significant, in each case was 

0.05. As there were 12 tests done the probability that any one of the results would be 

statisticaily significant when m fact it was not is 12 x 0.05 or 0.6. As this is close to one 

there is the possibilxty of the one statistically sigdicant result bemg a type one error. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

DISCUSSION 

There is considerable information regarding music and mdividuals &th autism 

Many researchers, chicians and parents have discussed the attractiveness of music for 

children with autism (Smith, 1990). For example, Smith (1990) has suggested that music 

is usefui for communication, building a relationship and developmg recreational and 

academic skillr. The importance of studyhg the effect of musical tempo on improving a 

child's reciprocal social behaviours lies in its implications for improvhg their btegration 

mto their school and commmtïty. Through discovering and using a musical tempo that 

matches and connects with a child, trdllsitions may be faditated through the provision of 

somethmg familiar (th& musical tempo) in an UDfiunîh environment (e-g., new school 

new store, famiy vacation). 

Music as a teaching tool can be brought bto a school with relative ease and there 

are many different avenues for bringing music mto the classroom. They include phying 

music to the whole class, ushg headphones, or soft playhg of music m a small isolated 

area of the room. This tool is therefore relatively easily available and not too dismptive in 

the classroom situation. 

The use of chiIdren's preferred musical tempos may be heIpfül, m f o e g  

comiections between chiidren and new indimduals m their hes, e.g., a new teacher, 

classrnates. Improving a child's reciprocal behaviours such as imitation and tum-taking 

likely facilitates performance m a variety of academic situations and improves social 
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interactions and communication with their famtly, peers and teachers. The overaIl goal of 

this study was to examine one possiik method of facilitating reciprocal social behaviours 

so that cIiildren with autism may be bemr ktegrated within their schools and 

commujnities* 

The present study was designed to assess the effect of musical tempo, which either 

matches or does not match a chiid's preferred tempo, on the quality of interaction with the 

researcher as evidenced by reciprocd behaviours (imitation and tum-taking) and other 

social behaviours (smiling and mutual eye contact). The discussion is organized m the 

fonowing mamer. There is an initial discussion regardmg the inter-rater reliability, 

fonowed by a discussion of the two hypotheses tested on the molar and more micro levels. 

There wïU then be a discussion of the overaü mean mnds and additional analyses. A 

discussion regardmg the limitations of the study and implications for futuice research will 

be presented. 

Inter-rater ReOabiOty 

The d t s  of this study hdicate that the quality of imitation, âequency of tum- 

taking, and the durations of srniles and mutual eye gaze were meanired m a highly reliable 

msnner. The lowest level of correlation between the two coders was with the duration of 

smiling behaviour in the non-attunement tempo condition & = 0.76), with the highest level 

king with smiling behaviour in the attunement condition (I = 0.98). The somewhat lower 

reliability for smiüng behaviour was lïkeIy due to the operational dekition, ie., "the child 

actively tunis up both corners of their mouth or laughs." This definition is not precise as 
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to how much the corners of the mouth must move in order to be defïned as a smïie. This 

lack of precision rnay have contriiuted to the lower rebbiiity in codmg the 'smiling 

behaviour.' Nevertheles, the high mter-rater reliabiliities hdicate that the behavioural 

criteria in the coding manual were objective and the training of the coder was effective. 

The scores of the aained coder and not the researcher were the only scores used for the 

statisticai analyses as they were Mt to be the lem biased. The researcher's coding scores 

were oniy used as a reliaiBq check 

'Imitative skills index levels of attention to other people and the 
ability to conceptualise the other person's behaviour which are useful in 
understanding how wen the pupa responds to others. They also reflect 
the pupil's level of skiIl is m matchmg the behaviour of the other 
persoa"(Kiernan, 1988, p.57). 

There were two hypotheses in the present study (a) toere would be more positive 

behaviours of emotional comection exhibited under the attunement tempo condition than 

under the non-aminement tempo condition as evidenced by smîhg and eye gaze during 

the Mation tasks; and (b) there would be more reciprocal behaviours (imitation and tum- 

taking) during the attunernent condition than during the non-attunement condition. The 

r a t s  of the statistical analyses of these behaviours under the two conditions did not 

support either prediction.. On the contrary7 an examination of the overall m e a .  suggests a 

consistent but small trend of more reciprocal behaviours and increased social behaviours in 

the non-attunement tempo condition than in the amMement tempo condition. 

A closer exarnination of children's imitation revealed one statisticaily signincant 
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reSuIt. There was siificantly greater accuracy of imitation of the modekd thematic 

actions in the non-attunement than attunement tempo conditions. This is opposite to the 

predicted direction of merence. This nndmg and the general trends mdicate that children 

with autism demonstrated more social behaviours and reciprocal behaviours under the 

non-attunement tempo condition. There is a possible explanation for these trends; it cornes 

fkom the attunernent literature. 

Stem (1985) defines affect attunernent as "...the performance of behaviours that 

express the quality of h b g  of a shared affect state without imitahg the exact 

behavioural expression of the inner state" (Stem, 1985, p. 142). Affect aminement is 

entiiinced when the child recogoizes a caregivers' sharing of affect through the imitation of 

the child's feeling or qualities of states (vitality af5ects) behind an action. A variation of 

this affect amuiement is purposeful misattunement. This is defined (Stern, 1985) as a 

caregiver purposely over- or under-estimahg and not matching the child's state or vitality 

affects (e.g., intensity, timing, behavioural shape). This is often done to mcrease or 

decrease the child's generaI level of fkehg or afkct (e-g., stimulating or quietmg a chùd). 

One possible explmation for improved social and reciprocal behaviours ni the non- 

aminement tempo condition is that purposefbl non-amment (using a non-attmement 

tempo that was just 20 beats per second above or below the attunement tempo) may have 

acted to stimulate the children, resulting in greater attention-getting and arousai which 

would hcilitate their reciprocal behaviours; Le., they would take more nuns and have a 

higher level of accuracy in their imitation. This mterpretation is also consistent with Stern 

(1985) and Stem, Hofer, Haft and Dore (1985) who report that aminement does not 



mtempt or change behaviour, whiie misaminement changes and arouses behaviour. This 

mterpretation is supported by an examination of the eye gaze data (TabIe 2) and activity 

level data (Table 8) which reveals greater attention to the researcher and greater arousal in 

the non-attunement condition. When presentiog the attunement tempo, the c5ildren may 

have felt so comfortabie and unaroused that they did not feel motivated to imitate 

modelled actions. 

Imitation skiils have been reported to foiiow a developmental sequence (Humin, 

1994). Very eariy and simple imitation involves actions that are already in a young 

mfant's repertoire such as tongue protnisions, shaking, or banging (e-g., Meltzoff, 1988). 

Imitation of a more symbolic or thematic nature requires the understanding that an object 

is representing somethmg else. In the current study, the children were required to 

recognize that the doIl represented a baby who needed to be fed and have its hair brushed. 

This requires a higher level of understandmg than banging two blocks together or banging 

the side of a balL 

As there was a variety of functionhg levels in the children who participated m the 

study, actions at both kvels were mcluded m the study. However, it is possible that all  of 

the children were weU past the banghg stage developmentdly and, therefore, the simple 

imitation was fat too easy to have resulted in any merence m performance between 

attunement and non-attunement conditions. Thematic imitation which is leading towards 

symbolic imitation is an area of documented difliculty for children with au- (Jarrold, 

Boucher, & Smith, 1993). As it is an area of dÏfEcuIlty that is developmentaIly more 

advanced than the simple imitation, stimulation through misattunement may have mcreased 
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arousal or attention such that the chiidren were able to demonstrate a more accurate 

Imitation. 

Rogers and Pemiington (1991) descriibe the core deficit of autism as an 

individual's lacking "...the ability to form and coordhte certain repfesentations of self and 

another and to use those representations to guide the planning and execution of one's own 

behaviour" (Rogers & Pennhgton, 1991, p.150). Thus, they propose that the iack of 

Hective imitation is related to dBïcUIties m developmg a theory of mind because the 

developmental precursors of affect sharing, mirroring, and joint attention would not exist. 

This, in him, wouid be seen m cbildren with autism having difliculties with more motoric 

(simple and symbolic) imitation. The present study hypothesized that if a type of 

intersubjective relatedness were estabiïdxd through af5ective attmernent, then imitation of 

another would be facilitated. The lack of support for the hypothesir may be due to two 

possible reasons. One possibility is that the tempos employed m the study did not elicit 

affiective attunement; therefore, no facilitathe effect was found. The other possïbiiity is 

that if the lack of aective imitation and other kmds of intersubjective relatedness (e.g., 

munial attention and intention) are at the core of the disability, then perhaps it is not 

possMe to achieve affective attunement with the chùdren, irrespective of what is 

presented. 

Dent-Cox (1993) presented evidence that atmnement can be facilitated by 

designhg social play situations which op- physical and joint play without the 

distraction of play objects. In the present study, the use of common objects during the 

modeilïng and imitation may have been distracting for children from the more subjective 



and intemal mes that are necessary for amernent to occm: W~thout attunernent, no 

signincant merence would appear between the two conditions. Perhaps the use of 

modeRed actions without objects would have facilitated the occurrence of attunement. 

In a similar veh, children with autism have fkquently ken descriid as relatmg 

more to objects than to people (Rapin, 199 1). If this indeed the case, then it may be 

possible that the chiltiren were somehow "attunmg" to the objects king used for actions 

rather that the person presenting the actions. For exampie, the rigidity of the objects 

matched the rigidity and stereotypy of some of their behaviours. Th, their focus would 

be on the objects rather than the person who is matching their preferred tempo. This is 

consistent with the less fiequent mutual eye gaze in the attunernent tempo condition. 

There is another interpretation which is consistent with other research. Stevens 

(1971) studied the effect of matching tempos on the rocking behaviour of mdMduals with 

autisrn. Different tempos were manipuiated by usmg a single march played on the piano at 

Werent tempos. She found that mismatching their behavioural tempo or rocking speed 

using both faster and slower musical tempos caused the rockmg behaviour to decrease m 

fkequency and duration. Specifically, she fond  that people who were fast rockers when 

exposed to a slower musical tempo decreased their fkquency of rocking behaviour, and 

that slow rockers when exposed to a h t e r  musical tempo also slowed th& rocking 

frequency. She also found that matching the speed of the rockmg tempo had a stimulathe 

effect on the rockmg Le., the mdIviduals rocked -ter and longer. These hdings could 

be mterpreted as mismatching (or misathmement) tempos getting the attention of the 

individuals, thereby slowing their rocking behaviour. The matchmg (or attunement) 
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tempos were perhaps remforcing and therefore hcreased the fkequency of their rocking. 

Thir mterpretation suggests that it may be possible that misattunement cm be used to get 

an individual's attention precedmg a task, Le., greater attention to the extemal world 

rather than to internai sources of stimulation, and then use ammement to remforce 

behaviour during a task. 

Additional Analyses 

There was an underlymg assumption m the design of thb study, that chiidren's 

preferred musical tempo would relate directly with their behavioural tempo. The results of 

this study indicate that, m fact, children with higher activity kvels tended to prefer tempos 

that were slower; and children with lower actMty levels preferred tempos that were faster- 

Children chose tempos wbich balanced or centred them. These results are consistent with 

Zentall's theory of optimal stimulation (Zentall& ZentaIl, 1983). This theory proposes 

that there is an optimal level of stimulation to which ali people strive. 

Additional analyses explored the relationships between mutual eye gaze and both 

simple and thematic imitation h the attunement and the non-aminement conditions. The 

nonsignincant results suggested a positive reiationship for both simple and thematic 

imitation m the attunement phase. This provides some support that affective attunement 

might have occured between the researcher and the chüdren during the attunement 

condition if eye gaze is assumed to masure mtersubjective sharing of aBect. 



Limitations of the stndy 

There are several limitations associated with tbis study. They Siclude 

methodological problems in determinmg the preferred tempo, the use of tempo without 

music, the lack of a masure which directly assesses attunement, srnaTi participant size, and 

diversity of diagnosis withm the sample &seE 

There were several problems in assessing and m determining the attunement 

tempos. There may have been a limitation m the method used to determine the preferred 

tempo. The mechanics of the keyboard tempo buttons may have ken confusing. That is, 

chiidren rnay not have fulS understood that by pushing the top button the tempo was 

mcreased, and by pushing the bonom button the tempo was decreased. Although the 

training with practice songs was an attempt to aIleviate this problem, it may have not k e n  

adequate training for the children to leam the concepts. Perhaps ushg only one knob to 

adjust the tempo may have k e n  easier for some of the children. On the other hand, some 

of the children may not have been able understarid the concepts of faste11 slower 

irrespective of the amount of training that they had received. For example, one chiid was 

quite distracted by the switch box hidden on the researcher's iap that the marcher used 

to change the songs. He was more motivated to use the box than to alter the tempo or 

choose his preferred tempo. 

Another probkm may have been that deteminhg the preferred tempo takes more 

than one session and one piece of equipment. Other ways of deteminhg prefemd tempo 

couid hclude observing the children throughout several typical days and observing their 

behavionral tempos m the actMties they normally complete m preschool school or at 



home. Behaviour changes per unit time could be defhed as their prefimed tempo. 

Another way could be to use different kmds of musicai equipment, e.g., keyboard and a 

tape recorder on separate days and to examine the comkkncies across methods. Another 

possi'bility is to give the parents and other caregivers (e-g., kachers) a questionnaire that 

wouid explore their perception of the child's speed when completing activities or speed of 

prefbrred music. Op-, by using several of these suggestions, one could use a 

converging operations approach to determine a child's preferred tempo. 

Another methodological issue in deteminkg the preferred tempo is related to 

children hadg  a response bias for preferring tempos at the fastest and lowest speeds. 

Given the very short time h u e  for assessnent and or@ three songs, the response bias 

may have rnasked the actud preferred tempo. It may have k e n  more accurate to explore 

the preferred tempo using more songs over several sessions. 

Accuracy of imitation was operationally defined based upon the accuracy of the 

action imitated and the nurnber of repetitiom completed within each imitation episode. It 

did prove to be a reliable mesure as well as useful in d e t e r m g  ciifferences between the 

aminement and the non-attunement conditions with respect to thematic imitation. 

However, the accuracy of imitation measure did not include rate or tempo of imitation 

which may have been sensitive to the amming and non-amining tempos. 

It is not known whether Sective attunement was acnially achieved usmg the 

preferred tempo, although it was tested indirectly through measures of social behaviours. 

It was assumed that mutual eye gaze and smiling tapped mtersubjective reiatedness 

between a child and the researcher. An independent and more direct measure to assess 
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whether or not affecfNe attunernent occurred would faciltate the development of stimuli 

which are enective m eliciting attunement. 

Despite the research that suggests that tempo is the most salient feature of music, 

it may not have been for chiïdren with autism. Perhaps tempo is not the component of 

music that attracts and compeis such children. Perhaps tempo is the salient feature when it 

is part of the cornpkte musical package (e.g.,with melody, rhythm). The tempo alone 

without a melodic element may not have the same effect as the use of songs at an 

individual's preferred tempo. In the present study, tempo done without the whole musical 

package was used in order to avoid musical preferences based on style, lyrics and other 

characteristics which make assessrnent di.fficult. Tempo had been descriid as the most 

salient characteristic of music m previous studies. Thus, this study attempted to see if 

tempo was the characteristic that makes music so attractive for chùdren with autism. 

The original intent of the study was to examine the effect of preferred tempo on a 

moderate number of participants (n = 20) over three separate sessions. However, there 

were ody a limited number of children in the city who qualified by age and diagnosis for 

the study. During the conduct of this study, it was discovered that there were also two 

other studies using the same age group of children diagnosed with autism occurring within 

the City. Therefore, far fewer families consented to participate in the study. Had th& been 

known, the study wouid have ken designed somewhat differently, e-g., examinmg the 

same children but over many sessions to optimize the possible effect of attunernent rather 

than have ody a single 40-minute session. 

Related to the sxnail number of children, there was no opportunity to conduct a 
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pilot study with chüdren with pervasbe deve1opmentaI disorders or autism to refke the 

methodology. The pilot work was done ushg non-cIinicaI or 'typical' childrea Ahhough 

the pilot was helpful for resolvhg some of the methodological issues, it may have been of 

more help to use children with a pervasive developmental disorder as they do not respond 

as typical children This may have been particularly important in more accurately 

determinhg each chiid's preferred tempo. 

The group of children who participated m the study varied tremendously m 

laaguage skills, age and diagnosis. For example, there were several diagnoses within the 

pervasive developmental disabilities grouping. There were chüdren diagnosed with 

au- aspergers and pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified. Some of 

the children used no verbal Ianguage, others had single words, and stin 0 t h  children 

spoke in fun sentences. Had there been a greater number of participants availabk, the 

researcher would have k e n  able to group the children accordmg to the dinerent 

categories or focused upon one subset of diagnosis. As a resuit, al1 eight children were 

used which likely made mdividual differences a strong component in the statistical 

nnahrses- 

Summary and Conciusions 

The basic assumption of this study was that the use of a preferred (or attunement 

tempo) would improve both social mteractions and reciprocal behaviours of chikiren with 

autism. The underiying motive was to explore music and how it could be used to facilitate 

the integration of children with autism into their schools and communities. 
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In exploring the Lnnaed body of research of music as a teachmg tool, tempo was 

found to be the most salient feature of music. There had been research exploring affective 

ammement as it relates to a possible core dencit in au& (Rogers and Pennington, 1991). 

Therefore, it was thought that by f;d&tating attunement @y using preferred tempo) social 

interactions and reciprocal behaviours could be impr6ved. 

This study was designed to examine these assumptions and predictions. Based 

upon the information gained fkom the sample, the use of a preferred (or attuaement 

tempo) did no t faciltate greater social mteractions and reciprocal behaviours in the 

children tested. In fact, the opposite was me; Le., there was a trend towards the non- 

preferred (or non-attunernent) tempo faciltahg greater social interaction and reciprocal 

behaviour. This was statistically significant in the case of thematic imitation. One possible 

hterpretation is that non-attunement tempos provide an arousing and attention getting 

stimulus such that the children were able to more accurately imitate the thematic or more 

developmentaly chailenghg actions. 

The data m this study &O suggested that behavioural tempo is not positiveIy 

related to the preferred tempo. There was a trend m the opposite direction, an inverse 

relationship. It may be the case that chiidren are attracted to tempos that centres or 

bsrliinces them or fits within th& senson-motor schema; therefore, if they are highly 

active children, they rnay prefër slower tempos which calm them d o m  to some optimal 

level of stimulation. It they are less active children they may prefer the faster tempos in 

order to speed themselves up. This is consistent with Zentall's theory of optimal level of 

stimulation (Zentall & Zentall, 1983). 



Recommendations for Future Research 

The following recommendations are based upon the results of this study: 

1. Exarnïne whether affective a~uiement can be achieved with autistic children using 

a variety of different situations with and without music. This study could be done 

with a srnail sample size but fonowing the children over several days m several 

different situations. 

2. Exaxnine whether children with autism affectively amme to people or to objects. 

1s amuiement Merent for typical cbiidren than t is for chùdren with autism? This 

study would require a larger sample and a control group m order to compare the 

two groups. In order to assess the Merence, a reliabk tool would need to be 

developed that assessed whether or not affective attunement had occuned. 

3. Examhe whether preferred tempo m the whole musical context is a better 

approach in achieving affective attunement. If affective attunement can be 

achieved in this marner, a second study couid be conducted to assess whether 

preferred tempos (within the whole music context) hcilitate social interaction and 

the reciprocal behaviour of children with au& 

4. Examine whether ushg slightly misattuning tempos or music result in greater 

social interaction and reciprocal behaviour than with totally different tempos, This 



study could be desigmd using tbree manipulatiom: the amming tempos, the 

misattuning tempos, and non-amming tempos (very dinerent). 

5. Examine the accuracy of imitation by observing whether or not chiIdren accurately 

behaviomliy match the tempo of the amuMg and the non-a-g stimu2i If 

children do amuie to the tempo, they may match the tempo but not imitate the 

modelled action; in this case, they may express the same vitalïty affect but not the 

same action This study wouid reqnire a reliable masure for assessing whether or 

not affective attunement had occured. 

Research such as the studies mentioned above would not only shed light on the 

nndmgs m the present study, but also extend our understanding of the possible role of 

attunement in the lives of chilcire11 with autism, 
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APPENDIX A: CODING M A N U . .  

fntroduction 

There wiü be two sessions with each chiid for a total of 20 to 40 minutes, Each chiid 

wiIl be presented a series of actIvitipC requiring their imitation and nini-taking at a specinc 

tempo. This wiD. be foliowed by a break or completing an unrelated task Then dhe will be 

asked to repeat the initial activities at a dinerent tempo. The object of the research is to look 

at their ability to miitate and tum take with the researcher at dif5erent musical tempos. The 

scoring wïii require viewhg each session three times: Once for coding imitation and turn- 

taking, once for codhg of social behaviours, and once to complete the Comors behaviourai 

check-bt. 

Session 

niere are four different actions in each session and each action is repeated four tirnes 

by the researcher, with the child king asked to take a turn and imitate. Then there is a break; 

followed by the same four actions (repeated four tmaes) by the researcher and the child. The 

four actions are hitting two blocks together at midline, hitting the side of a bail with a hand, 

feedhg a doll with a spoon, and brushing a dors haïr hath a brush. 

Coding Iniitation 

Blocls - 
The first action is hitthg or banging two blocks together at midline. The researcher 



hits the blocks together six times m a row and rhen places the blocks on the table saying, 

'Your turn, you bang the blocks like me." The time to begin codmg the action is when the 

bloch are placed on the table. Anow 30 seconds for the child to imitate the researcher and 

score this period for imitation. Wait until the researcher repeats the same action and then 

puts the blocks back on the table. Then code the next 30 seconds. This win be repeated two 

more times. Ifa child imitates the researcher immediateh, after the researcher sets the blocks 

down on the table, then obviously there will be Iess than 30 seconds to score. 

Critena for Codine Imitation of Blocks 

Four Pomts: The chiid imitates the action of banghg two blocks together at midline, one 

block in each hancl. The child hits the blocks together 4 - 8 times. 

Three Points: The child imitates banging the bloch together at midline, one block m each 

hand. The chiid hits the blocks together 1 - 3 or 9 + times. 

Two Points: The child imitates hittmg the two blocks together in any way, such as bangkg 

the two blocks over the head (other than like above), any number of times. 

One Point: The child attempts to imitate bangkg but without the blocks king hit together 

in any way, (e.g., using one block in a hand and banghg the table, slappmg the table with th& 

hand), for any number of times. 

Zero Points: The child does not touch the blocks, throws the blocks, stacks and bocks over 

the blocks or makes no banging action. 

This codmg wiü be done for each of the four modelüngs of the blocks (See columns 
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"session #IV, rows "imitation of blocks 1 - 4" on coding sheet). The codmg is repeated for 

the second session repeating the same four activities using the same scoring criteria (See 

column "session #2", rows "imitation of blocks 1-4"). 

Beach Bail 

The second action is hitting the side of a beach ban. The researcher wiii hit the side 

of the beach bal1 six times in a row and then place the ball back in the centre of the table 

saying, "Your turn, you ha (or bang) the ban just Mce me." The time to begin coding is when 

the ball is placed back in the centre of the table. Then code the next 30 seconds. This wiïi 

be repeated three more rimes. If the chiid imitates the researcher imrnediately after the 

researcher puts the baIl back in the centre of the table, then obviously there will be less then 

30 seconds to score. 

C o d i n ~  Imitation with the Beach Baii 

Four Points: The child hits or bangs the side or top of the baIi with either hand. The child 

hits or bangs the ball 4 - 8 times. 

Three Pomts: The cbiid hits or bangs the side or top of the bail with either hand 1 - 3 or 9 

+ h e s  any number of times. 

Two Pomts: The child hits or bangs the ball in any way any (other thaa above). e.g., with 

two han&, banghg the ball on table, hittmg self with the ball for any number of times. 

One Pomts: The child hits or bangs without the bail in any way (except by hittmg of banging 

the side of the bal with one hand), such as banghg on the table with thek hand, hitting 
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themsehres with  the^ hand, or clapphg, any nnmber of times. 

Zero Points: The chüd tums the bd around staring at it, does not touch the bali at ail, throws 

the baii or is În no way hittmg or bangkg the baU, table or seIf. 

This coding win be done for each of the four modeIiings (see cohuMs "session #1", 

rows "imitation of b a l -  4" on codÏng sheet). The codmg is repeated for the second session 

repeatmg the same four activities using the same scoring criteria (See cohuM "session #2", 

rows "imitation of bal1 1-4"). 

S~oon 

The third action is pretendmg to feed a doIl with a spoon. The researcher will bring 

the spoon to the don's mouth six thes  in a row and then place the spoon back on the table 

saying, Tour turn, feed the doll iïke 1 did." The time to begin coding is when the spoon is 

placed back on the table. Then code for the next 30 seconds. This win be repeated three 

more times. If the child imitates the researcher immediately after the researcher places the 

spoon back on the table, then obviously there wiîi be les then 30 seconds to score. When 

scoring the spoon feedmg: if the child puts the spoon to the don's mouth, the spoon slips and 

the child reorients to the don's mouth; score this only as one tirne to the mouth. 

Criteria for Codine Feedinp the Dd1 with a S ~ o o n  

Four Points: The child imitates the action of bringing the spoon to the don's mouth uskg a 

vertical orientation of the spoon to the dors  mouth. The child brings the spoon to the don's 
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mouth 4 - 8 times. The don's mouth includes the area around the mouth up to and not 

incIuding the don's nose, eus, cheeks and chin 

Tbree Points: The chùd imitates bringing the spoon to the don's rnouth 1 - 3 or 9 + times. 

Two Points: The child uses the spoon to touch the doIl or themsehs m any way (other than 

above). e.g., brings the spoon to the doEs ear, chin, nose, cheek, stomach or knee, or the 

chiid feeds self with the spoon. The chiid uses the spoon m a banghg rather that a feeding 

action, and it is not held in a vertical orientation to the don's mouth. The child repeats the 

action any number of times. 

One ooint: The chüd touches the head of the do11 without the spoon, e.g., touches mouth 

with hands, points to eyes with fingers. The child does this action any number of times. 

Zero Points: The child does not touch the spoon, throws the spoon, or is no way using it like 

a feeding tooL 

This coding wiIl be done for each of the four modelhgs (see CO- "session #Y, 

rows "imitation of spoon 1 - 4" on codmg sheet). The codmg is repeated for the second 

session repeating the same four actMties ushg the same scoring criteria (See column 

"session #Zn, rows "imitation of spoon 1-4"). 

F I a i r B d  

The fourth action is brushing a doIIs hair. The researcher will bru& the don's hair 

strokuig six times in as row and then place the bru& back on the table saying, '"Your tum, 

you bmsh the don's hair like 1 did-" The tirne to begin codmg is when the brush is placed 
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back on the table. Then code for 30 seconds. This will be repeated for three more times. If 

the child imitates the researcher immediate1y after the researcher places the brush on the 

table, then obviously there will be less then 30 seconds to score. 

Criteria for Codine the Iniitation of Brushing a Doll's EMr 

Four Pomts: The child imitates the action of brushing the don's haïr with the b m h  The child 

brushes or strokes the doIl's hair 4 - 8 times. Banging with the b& does not count as 

brushing. 

Three Points: The child imitates brushing the don's haire 'Ihe child brushes or strokes the 

don's hair 1 - 3 or 9 + times. Bmging with the brush does not count as brushing. 

Two Points: The child uses the b m h  to touch the don or themsehres in any way (other than 

above), e.g., brushes on don's foot, stomach or face, brushes own haïr- The child can use a 

banghg action ipstead of a brushing action. This action can be repeated any number of times. 

One Point: The child touches any part of the don's head Without the brush, e-g-, phys with 

mouth, touches eyes. The chiid does this for any number of times. 

Zero Points: The child stares at the brush while playing with the bristles, does not touch the 

bnish at di, throws the brush or is no way using it as a hair-bmh. 

This codmg will be done for each of the four rnodehgs. (See colurmis "session #l", 

rows "imitation of brush 1 - 4" on coding sheet). The codmg is repeated for the second 

session repeating the same four activities ushg the same scoring criteria (See column 

"session Mlt, rows "imitation of brush 1-4"). 



CodÎne for ail Iiiiitative Behaviom 

Each cm is given up to 30 seconds to complete imitating the researcher. (The 

imitation section may be completed m les than 30 seconds if the child immediately attempts 

the imitation) However some of the children may staa imitahg the researcher immediately 

and demonstrate several episodes of imitation One episode is defbed as a burst of activity 

foïlowed by a two second break before another burst of activity. 

When codmg score each episode indMdualIy and then circle the highest score. 

However, ody score within the 30 second time period- 

Do not score any simultaneous Station such as the chiid banghg the bail at the same 

time as the researcher. Begin the 30 seconds of scoring once the researcher completes the 

presentation of the activity and purs the object back on the tabk 

During a 30-second internai, a child may exhibit more than one of the coded 

behaviours, e.g., a one point foiiowed by a three pomt behaviour. Always circle the highest 

coded behaviour (this gives the chüd the m;urimum credit for imitation). 

Coding Tnni-taking 

!k!dB 

During each of the four intervais for imitation of banghg the blocks together, the child 

has an opporturuty to take tums. A turn is defined as receiving an imitation a score of one, 

two, three or four points. On the coding sheet in the colunin marked "session #1" and row 

marked "tums for blocks," put in the number of huns that the chiid took in the four intervals. 

For example, if the imitation scores were 3,0,2,0, then the nurnber of turns would be 2; if the 
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imitation scores were 4,3,4,3 then the number of tums would be 4. Repeat this codmg on the 

second session through the four mtervals of hitthg the blocks together. On the coding sheet 

in the column marked "session # 2" and row marked "tums for bloch," put m the number of 

turns that the child took in the second four intemals. 

Beach Bal1 

During each of the four internais for imitation of banghg the side of the beach bdl, 

the child has an opportunity to take tum. A hun is defined as receMng an imitation a score 

of one, two, three or four pomts. On the coding sheet m the column marked "session#l" and 

row rnarked "tunis for bdI," put m the number of tums that the child took in the four 

inte~als.  For example, if the imitation scores were 3,0,2,0, then the number of N ~ S  would 

be 2; if the imitation scores were 4,3,4,3 then the number of tunis would be 4. Repeat this 

codmg on the second session through the four mtervals of hitting the ball. On the codmg 

sheet in the column marked "session # 2" and row marked "nims for ball," put in the number 

of turns that the chlld took in the second four intervals. 

Srioon Feedine the Doii 

During each of the four intervais for imitation of spoon feeding the do& the child has 

an opportunity to take tunis. A turn is d e h d  as receiving an imitation a score of one, two, 

three or four points. On the codmg sheet in the columnm&d "session#l" and row marked 

"tum for spoon," put m the number of tum that the child took in the four intemals. For 

example, if the imitation scores were 3,0,2,0, then the number of tums would be 2; if the 





S m ü ü ~  and Mutuai Eve Gaze with Blocks 

The codmg interval begins when the researcher picks up the blocks and ends after the 

fourth modeIlhg and the 30-second mtemd for imitaton. Record the number of seconds m 

the table under " to ta1 intemai - blocks." Then record the to ta1 number of seconds the chiid 

smiled/ laughed during this mterval under "duration smiles - blocks." F W y ,  record the total 

number of seconds of mutual eye gaze under "duration gaze - blocks." Delete any time fkom 

these scores when the mearcher is not sitting at the table. For example, if the blocks are 

thrown across the room and the resemher has to leave her seat to pick up the blocks, do not 

hclude the time that she is not m her seat. 

Smiline and Mutuai Eve Gaze with the Bali 

The codmg intervai begins when the researcher picks up the baii and ends after the 

fourth modemg and the 30-second intemal for imitation. Record the number of seconds m 

the table under "total interval - bal"  Then record the total n a b e r  of seconds the chiid 

srniledl laughed during this interval under "duration srdes - baIL" FinaIly, record the total 

number of seconds of mutual eye gaze under "duration gaze - balLw Delete any time! from 

these scores when the researcher is not sitting at the table. For example, if the blocks are 

throm across the room and the researcher has to leave her seat to pick up the blocks, do not 

inchide the thne that she is not m her seat. 

Smiline and Mutuai Eve Gaze with S~oon Feedinp the Doll 

The coding interval begïns when the researcher picks up the spoon and ends after the 
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fourth modemg and the 3û-second Întervai for imitation. Record the number of seconds m 

the table under "total interval - spood  Then record the total number of seconds the chiid 

.cmiled/ laughed dutmg this interval under "duration srniles - spoon" F w ,  record the total 

number of seconds of munial eye gaze under "duration gaze- spoon" Deiete any t h e  from 

these scores when the researcher is not sitting at the table. For example, if the blocks are 

thrown across the room and the reseucher has to leave her seat to pick up the blocks, do not 

indude the t h e  that she is not in her seatc 

Smihg and Mntnal Eve Gaze with Bnishine the Doll's Aair 

The coding mtervai begins when the researcher picks up the brush and ends after the 

fourth modehg and the 30-second interval for imitation. Record the number of seconds in 

the table mder "total interval - brush." Then record the total number of seconds the child 

srniledl laughed duriog this interval under "duration srniles - bmh." Fmany, record the total 

number of seconds of mutual eye gaze under "duration gaze - bmsh-" Delete any t h e  from 

these scores when the researcher is not sittirtg at the table. For example, if the blocks are 

thrown across the room and the researcher has to leave her seat to pick up the blocks, do not 

inchde the tirne that she is not m her seat. 

COMOIS Scaie 

The Connors scde is a behavioural check-list that records the Ievel of activity tbat a 

child presents within a certain time periad Two Cornors scales will be completed for each 

child, once at the end of each session imitation activitks (blocks, ball, spoon & brush). There 
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are two sc&s available for each child. They win. be cieariy marked with their name and fmt 

or second session. 



APPENDlX B: DATA TABLES 

Table B.l: Coding Table for Imitation and T m  Taking 

CHILD'S NAME: 

IMITATION AND TURN TAKING 

SESSION #l SCORES SESSXON #2 SCORES 

1 SESSION #1 I 1 SESSION #2 
- -- 

1 Imitation of 1 
( ~ l o c k ç  XI 1 f Blocks 91 1 

- 

Blocks #2 Blocks #2 

Blocks #3 Blocks #3 

Blocks #4 Blocks #4 

Imitation of Imitation of 

1 1 Bal1 #3 

Bali #4 B a l 1  #4 

Imitation o f  Imitation o f  
- .  - 

Spoon #1 Spoon #1 

Spoon #2 Spoon #2 

-- - -- - 

lm I 
-- 

oon #4  



Table B.1: Coding Table for Imitation and 'Iùrn Taking (Continueci) 

CHILD'S NAME: 

IPJLITATION AND TURN TAKING 

SCORES 

Imitation of 

SESSION #2 SESSION #1 

Brush #1 

B r u s h  #2 

SCORES 

SESSION #1 

B r u s h  #I 

B r u s h  #2 

B N S ~  #3 

B r u s h  #4 

Turns f o r  Block 

Turns f o r  Bal1 

Turns f o r  Spoon 

Turns f o r  Brush 

B r u s h  #3 

Brush #4 

Turris for Block 

Turns f o r  Bal1 

Turns for Spoon 

Tums f o r  B r u s h  

Imitation of 

- -. 

SESSION #2 



Table B.2: Coding Table for Social Measores 

Child8s Name: 

SOCIAL MEaSURES 

SESSION 1 

BRUSH 1 1 1 

L 

BLOCKS 

B U S  

SPOON 

SESSION 2 

TOTAL IXlTERW DURATION SMILE 

BLOCKS 

BALLS 

SPOON 

BRUSH 

DURATION GAZE 

- -- - - -  

TOTAL INTERVAL DURATION SMILE 
- - - - - -- 

DURATION GAZE 



Table B.3: Coding Table for Connom Scde 

CHILD'S NAME: CIRCLE: first or second 
session 

I OBSERVATIONS 

1. DBiculty Sitting still or 
excessive fidgetmg. 

2. DifficuIty staying seated? 
oftenonthe o. 

3. Often does not seem to 
listen; has cijfkdty .-- 
foliowing orai directions. 

4. Easiiy distracted, 
niff?cuIty concentrating. 

5. DiffiCUIty sticking to a 
play activity or completing 
a task. 

6. Often acts before 
thinking. (Le-starts 
imitating before researcher 
puts toy dom)  

7. Has diEculty organizing 
work. 

8. Needs a lot of 
supervision. (Le. directions 
need to be repeated) 

9. Demands m u t  be met 
mimediately; easïiy 

' fhtrated. 

10. Mood changes quickly. 
cries, temper outbursts. 

(3) 
VERY 
MUCH 
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APPENDlX C: SAMPLE COVER LEITER FOR INFORMED CONSENT 

Date 

My name is Karen Simpson. I am a graduate student m the department of Educational 
Psychology at the University of Calgary, conductmg a research project under the supervision 
of Dr. G. Fouts, as part of the requirements towards a USc. degree. I am writing to ask pur  
permission to allow your chiid to participate m this research and to provide information 
regarding my research project (The Effwt of Musical Tempo On The Performance of 
Children with Autism) so that you c m  make an informed decision regardmg your child's 
possible participation 

Temple Grandin, an adult diagnosed with autism, describes her reactions to and 
perceptions to différent sensory stimuli as king especXany signiscant in her Me. One sensory 
area that she discusses in particular is the area of auditory stimuli or sounds. The present 
research project explores the use of sound (music) on enhancing interactional skills. The 
specinc purpose of this study is to assess the eEéct of musical tempo (which either matches 
or does not match your child's own tempo preferences) on increasing himer interaction with 
the researcher as evidenced by reciprocal behaviours (e.g., action imitation, tum taking, 
attention, eye contact). There was recently a pilot project at Margaret House Treatment 
Centre using sensory inteption treatment with young children. This study could provide 
insight as to whether the use a partiCulac sense, hearing a preferred tempo, is helpfbi for 
developmg imitation and turn-taking skùls. 

Your child is being asked to participate in three different sessions, each a week apart. 
These sessions win occur on Fndays or weekends. The fbst session will be a EMihanza 

* .  tion 
session where your child wiIi come to a room m the Alberta Children's Hospital and spend 20 
minutes with the researcher. The room wilI contain the ditfernt toys that wiü be used during . . the study. This Win provide your child with an opportuoity to familiarue himhrselfwith the 
environment and the researcher. The second session will involve presenthg your chiid with 
a keyboard and assessing hisher tempo preference for music. This wiIL 15-20 minutes. In the 
thkd session, your child and the researcher wiJi be sit at a table and participate m four 
different actMties (e-g., playing with blocks, playing with a ball) where your child wiïl be 
a s k d  to imitate the researcher. There wiIi be two phases: tempo alone and then tempo with 
the activity. These activities wiïi lx presented twice: once in your chilci's prekrred tempo and 
once m a tempo that is dinerent flom the preferred tempo. Your chiid will be given a fwe 
minute break between these two parts. You are welcome to stay in the room if your child 
requires your presence in this situation. If you are not in the room you wiü be able to observe 
the session through a one- way mirror. This last session win take 40-45 minutes. 



You should be aware that even if you give your permission, your child is £ke to 
withdraw at any time for anp reason without penalty. Participation m this study win involve 
no greater risks than those orcïinady experienced in daily Ke. 

The data wiii be gathered in such a way as to assure anonymity. The second and rhird 
sessions win be videotaped. There will only be three mdividuals mvolved m this study: the 
researcher, an assistant and the researcher's supervisor. M y  the researcher will have access 
to your chùd's name and this will remah confidential Once the data is coded, it win. be kept 
in strictest confidence, with only group results bemg reported m any published snidies. The 
raw data wiIl be kept m a locked nIing cabinet onIy accessible to the researcher. AIl An and 
videotapes wiïi be destroyed one year after the completion of the study. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 229-7834, my supervisor 
Dr. G. Fouts at 220-5573, the office of the Chair, Faculty of Joint Education Ethics 
Committee at 220-5626, or the Vice-President (Research) at 220-338 1. Two copies of the 
consent form are provided PIease r e m  one signed copy to Karen Simpson, Department of 
Occupational Therapy, Alberta Children's Hospital, 1820 Richmond rd., S.W., Calgary, T2T- 
SC7 by (date), and retain the other copy for your records. 

Thank-you for your CO-operation. 

Karen Simpson 



APPENlDIX D: CONSENT FOR R E S U C H  PARTICIPATIûN 

W e ,  the undersigned, hereby gfve my/our consent for (nisert child's name) to participate m 
a research project entitkd "Effect of Musical Tempo on The Performance of Children with 
Autism," 

m e  understand that such consent means that ( k r t  Child's name) will be asked to 
participate in three separate sessions; two sessions of twenty minutes duration, and one 
session of forty-five minutes duration. My/our child wili be asked to explore different tempos 
on an electronic keyboard and in the third session be asked to imitate and tum-take with 
different play activities (e.g., blocks, baIis). The second and thùd sessions wiU be video- 
taped There win oniy be three people involved with the study, the researcher, an assistant 
and the researcher's supenrisor. 

UWe understand that participation in this study may be termhated at any time by my/our 
request, or that of the researchers. Participation m this project andlor withdrawal from this 
project winnot affect mylour request or receipt of other services fkom the uaiversiity or fiom 
the Alberta Children's Hospital. 

LlWe understand that th& study wili not involve any greater risks than those ordinanly 
occurring m daily He. 

VWé understand that the responses will be obtained anonymously and kept in strictest 
confidence. 

VWe understand that only group data win be reported in any published reports. 

W e  understand that all raw data wùl be kept in locked nling cabinets and destroyed one year 
after publication of study results. 

IlWe have been @en a copy of this consent fbrm for my/our records. UWe understand that 
if at any time 1 have questions, 1 can contact the researcher at 229-7834, her supervisor at 
220-5573, or the Office of the Chair, Facuity of Education Joint Ethics Cornmittee, at 220- 
5626, or the Offce of the Vice-President at 220-338 1. 

Signature of Parent/Guarnian Date 
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